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Out ·of state tuition rises

Surc harg e of· $50
·for next seme ster
Keene State Colleges, combined
with the rise in the SAF charge are
A $50 energy surcharge was
expected to bring in $ I .5 million in
added to the tuition bills of all
revenues.
UNH students last Saturday bny
To further aid UNH's financial
thP TT niversity System Board of
needs, the 1 rustees voted to auow
Trustees.
the number of out-of-state
The surcharge brings total instate tuition costs for next semester students to increase above the 25
percent limit set by the legislature.
to $706.
It is within the Board's power to
This surcharge is in addition to
suspend this restriction and this is
an $84 one approved earlier this
year for students who live in the second year in a row it has been
,
done.
dormitories.
Overall, the University System
Out-of-state tuition was also
increased by $150 per semester budget was increased by 12 percent
bringing total out-of-state tuition or $10 million. It now totals $96.3
million.
costs to $3000 per year.
The cost of summer school at . UNH's share, including the
UNH was also increased. Starting increases approved last Saturday,
this summer each credit will cost totals approximately $55 million .
The Trustees also approved a:
$40 rather than $35.
The Student Activity Fee $12.3 million capital improve(SAF), a mandatory fee which ments budget. (See story page 2.)
The lone dissenter on the energy
subsidizes student organizations
such as MUSO and WUNH, was surcharge was Student Trustee Ian
also raised by $8.66 to $33.66 per Wilson. Wilson , along with
Student Body President Bob
year.
This increase was asked for by Coates, entered into a "tense"
the Studerit Senate which discussion with Trustee Paul
Holloway at the meeting in Keene.
distributes the fee.
Holloway is chairman of the
The $50 energy surcharge is
allocated directly to paying for Trustee's Finance and Budget
increased oil and electricity costs. Committee which recommended
The Trustees intend to ask the NH the increases.
Wilson said he did not disagree
State Legislature next January for help in covering next year's rising with the surcharge, but he did feel
strongly that the proceeds for
energy costs.
The surcharge will be evaluated ~trongly that the process for
~gain before the spring semester of mcreasmg rates at UNH, which
next year to determine if it is still totally excludes students, should
be changed.
necessary.
The 30 minute discussion with
The surcharge is expected to add
.$1.8 million in revenues to UNH Holloway was unusual for Trustee
during the next fiscal year.
The $150 out-of-state tuition SURCHARGE
increase at UNH, and $100 continued from page 1
increases at both Plymouth and

By Dennis Cauchon

.!.~
J~y Wheel!r, of the Woodsman's Team, practices sawing r or this weekend's competition against Dart.:~utn as
BIii MacKmnon looks on. (Ned Finkel photo)

Iran ian trave lers -restr icted
By Barbara Stevens
They can't travel; they can't go
home. If they want to return that
is. Such is the situation for Iranian
students studying in the U.S .
because of the President's actions
against Iran.
Aman, a 24 year old engineering
student at UNH discovered this
first hand. He travelled to
Bermuda for Spring break with
four friends from the Universitv.
Before the trip he called the
Immigration Office in Boston who
assured him there would be no
problem returning. When the
vacation ended, the other students
returned to Durham and classes
without Aman.
The American Council in
Bermuda would not allow him to
reenter the U.S.. Aman, who
graduates in one mont_}l was forced
to remain in Bermuda for 11 more
days, not sure if he could ever
leave.
"I was really frustrated and
mad," said Aman. And worried.
He described the official at the
Council as "prejudiced." When he
say Aman was Iranian he would
not talk to him, Aman said.
"He said, 'It can't be done', and
w~nt back to his paperwork," he
said.
Aman was fortunate, however.
"I. knew I had friends here," he
,,,
said.
Eleven days later with the help
of the President of the University,
Senator Durkin, and Immigration
Officials who admitted they had
given Aman wrong information,
Aman was allowed to return to the
U.S..
"What if I hadn't known anyone
,who could help me," he said.
For now, Aman said, he can't
travel or gl~ h0me. "lt doesn't look
good,' he said sadly.
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Yassaman and Keza Jalili, an
Iranian couple pursuing their
doctorates in Economics usualfy
go home in the summer. 'I miss my
friends, my people, everyone," said
Reza. This summer they're going
nowhere.
Upon entering a country a
foreigner fills out a form stating
their plans in that country,

acording to Charles Pappas,
Public Information Director at the
Naturlaization and Immigration
Bureau in Boston.
"They are us·ually given carte
blanch to finish programs that will
take more than one year,"
·
explained Pappas.

IRANIANS, page 18

Sena te supp orts
TOS NOM offic e
By Janet Jacobs

The Student Senate passed a bill
Sunday night recommending the
MUB Board of Governors make
public the criteria used to
determine room allocation among
student organizations.
The Senate also recommended
the MUB Board reevaluate by it's
first meeting in November t'he
allocation of office- space for
TOSNOM, a parapsychology
club, based on the criteria.
~The action taken was a show of
support for the room request of
Student Senate's replacement for
the Women's Center, and
TOSNOM.
1
Jim Connors, chairman of the
MUB Board of Governors called
b~ll 1-176 "sour grapes". Connors
~aid, "th~r'e were no prejudices
mvolved m our room allocation.
Connors said the criteria for
ro<;>m allocation was already
wntten down and "the criteria was
stated at our public meetings."
As for the Senate's recommendation that the MUB Board
reevaluate office allocations by
November, Connors said
"_December is a more appropriat;
time to evaluate room allocations.
The StudentSenate recommendation will have no effect on us. Who
are they to pressure us?" he said.
The dispute between the Student
Senate and the MUB Board
started two weeks ago when two
student government members had
the door to the Women's Center,
room 134, locked.
The door was opened for the
Center the next day, but the

Student Senate appealed to the
MUB Board to give TOSNOM
and Isos the room.
Isos (pronounced eesos) is the
Greek word for equality and the
group was Student Senate's
response to the failures they saw in
the Women's Center. It was
originally entitled Students for a
Non- Sexist Society.
The Board reJected the Isos and
TOSNOM request and reallocated
room 134 to the Women's Center.
The Senate felt strongly
TOSNOM should be given more
than a small windowless closet
which was allocated to them to use
as a library.
The Senate recommended that
MUB BOG consider "at least" the
following:
-source and amount of funding
-past performance
-projections as to future
performance
performance,
in judgement used for room
allocation among student
organizations.
In a letter to The New
lfampshire TOSNOM president ,
Patrice Gans stated, "My
organization was denied an office
for the fiscal year 1980-81. The
re~s<?ning of the Board was (and
sti_ll is) based on personal feelings
relating to the organization's based
·
'
purpose."
The MUB Board's priorities for
room allocation include an
organization's purpose, goals and
philosophy, total number of

SENATE, page 8

Heat turne d off

•
ID

Hood Hous e, dorm s
By Art lllman

With a cold front upon us, 22 university buildings are without
s_pace heat for the rest of the semester due to a ruptured hot water
·
lme on Mam Street.
~c_cording to PPO&M Director Nicholas Plebani, who made the
dec1S1on to shut down late Thursday, a cold spell was not anticipated
for this week.
Hood House, the Dimond Library, the Memorial Union
Building, Stillings Dining Hall, Hamilton-Smith and New
Hampshire Hall and 16 dormitories all are without space heating.
Domestic hot water is not affected.
_"We are advising occupants of the affected buildings to close all
wmdows, draw the drapes and tum on lights for added warmth.
Turning on the lights is an added energy bill we11 have to live with"
'
Plebani said.
Monday at 3 p.m. Hood House was operating at temperatures
between 63 and 66 degrees.
"It is a matter of discomfort for patients who must undress for an
examination," said Dr. Peter Patterson, Director of H;ood House.
~'For patients in the house we are adding blankets and are looking
mto portable heaters. If the temperature drops into the forties it
could be a problem."
· According to the National Weather Service in Concord
t~mperatures will drop into the low forties tonight and Wednesday
·
night.
The break occurred in the feeding heating system, in a main hot
w~ter. l~?e for_ the 22 ~uild~ngs refer.red t? as the "Dormitory
Circuit. Repair of the pipe will not begm until the summer and will
'
take 4-5 days, according to Plebani.
"We'll have to excavate to locate the break, then it will take
another two days to refill the lines. It is a major repair " he said.
Dormitory heat is usually shut down on or near May' 1 but hot
water . being lost into the ground prompted the premature '~summer
turn off' to consei:.ve wasted energy.
. Plebani said he had planned to shut down the heat later this week.
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Trus_tees approve $1~~ -f~~ .UNll
By Larry McGrath
The full Board of Trustees
endorsed a $12.3 million package
at their meeting Saturday. The
building proposals, dicided upon
by the Property and Physical Plant
Development Committee at a
meeting the week before, will focus
on a number of projects at UNH.
"After the Board approves the
proposal it goes to the Generai
Court (Legislature) after it
convenes in January," said UNH
Interim President Jere Chase.
"Then we (the Board) must present
our case in front of the various
committees. In particular the one~

dealing with the construction of holds a lot of weight, then on to the
state buildings," he added.
Senate _Finance Committee for
The proposals wh1.;h include a passage and onto the Governor,"
d o rm it o r y, H o o d H o u s e. said Lessard, the state senate
renovations, and the UNH energy candidate from Ward 5.
After the Governor's signature
system must be approved by
several House and Senate the process begins with bids to
committees before it is sent to Gov. contractors and actual consGallen for approval.
truction.
"There are two prime
"As soon as the Governor signs
committees that the proposals
his approval the clock starts
must go before prior to approval" ticking," said University System
said Rep. Leo Lessard (D-Dover).
Chancellor Bruce Poul tor.. "After
"It first goes to the House 90 days it becomes law."
Appropriations Committee for
"We usually expect it to take two
approval, then in the House it may
years from the day you walk out of
be viewed and sponsored by the
Public Works Committee, which_ TRUSTEES, page 7

Times are changing at Seabrook
By Randy Blossom

Police and National Guardsmen.
They have offered to negotiate
The times are changing at the with the anti-nuclear forces
Seabrook nuclear power plant. In towards a "legal" demonstration,
the past several weeks, over two but the Coalition has branded the
thousand workers have been laid offer a "media stunt."
off from their jobs at the seacoast
"Everyone is pretty upset," said
site because of increasing financial carpenter John Greenlaw of the
burdens on the Public Service recent layoffs, "It's a kick in the
Company of New Hampshire.
head to a lot of guys. There's no
The Coalition for Direct Action more job security. And it's a lot
at Seabrook, which attempted to harder to find work after you 're
occupy the plant in October of laid off these days."
1979, is forging ahead with plans..to
The massive layoff is "another
repeat another "non-violent act of example of the way the
civil disobedience."
corporations impose the cost and
The state of New Hampshire has risk of nuclear development on
issued statements to the effect that everyone except those who profit
any attempt to occupy the site will by it," said Victor Manfred, a
be handled in a fashion similar to member of the Coalition.
last year-with scores of State
The Coalition maintains that its

stance on nuclear power can only
benefit the workers .at Seabrook.
Some jobs will be lost, but lives will
be saved, according to the
Coalition.
Greenlaw says that there is little
resentment toward the antinuclear movement among his
fellow workers.
"There are a few who are
a pathetic," Greenlaw said, "but the
general feeling is that the
movement is more of a hindrance
than anything else."
He feels that the majority of
workers discard any anti-nuclear
sentiments after a few months on
the job, when ~hey get a ~i~st ban'!

SEABROOK, page 21

This man munches on a pig's leg at ::,aturday afternoon's pig roast.
( George Newton photo)

•
SC rules merit raises

violated NH state law
By Micheal Landroche

lump sum 10r raises anct allowing
the Trustees to distribute it to the
employees whom htye deemed
approrri~te."
The State Employees Association appealed the decision and
the Supreme Court ruled in the
SEA's favor. The law 'was "clear
and simple," the court wrote.
Denis Parker, president of the
SEA, told Foster's Daily
Democrat the decision was "a very
swt>et victory." He told the Foster's
the University often uses raises as
rewards for cooperation and
punishment for those who
consider unionizing.
The Supreme Court did not say
explicitly that the ruling was
retroactive, but Parker said he
e?C,pected some retroactive remedy.
According to University system
spokesman Arthur Grant the -high
court's decision puts the Board of
Trustees in jeapordy.

The N.H. Supreme Court
reversed a lower court decision last
week, ruling that the University
System Board of Trustees must
give an across the board cost of
living pay increase of seven percent
to University System employees.
Prior to this ruling the Board of
Trustees had used the money for
merit increases, with some
employees receiving up to 14% pay
increases and others receiving
none at all.
The money for the increase was
given to the University System in
1978 after the N.H. State.
Legislature voted to give
University System employees the
seven percent yearly pay increase
along with other state employees.
A lower level co_urt had ruled th·e
Legislature had "followed a long
standing practice of giving the
University System a lump sum for
COURT, page 17
raises and a!~_owing the Tr_ustees to

Knife pulled
Michael Pushee, 31, of Rollinsford, was arrested last
Thursday night after threatening Alexander Hall
Director Dennis Ouellette with a switch blade.
Pushee, was arrested by UNH police, after receiving a
call from Ouellette. He was charged with second degree
assault, threatening with intent to harm.
In addition, said UNH Police Lieutenant Paul Ross,
Pushee may also be charged with possession of a switch
blade, which is forbidden by New Hampshire state law.
The incident occurred at 10 p.m. in a men's room in
Murkland Hall. Pushee, . according to Ross, stuck a
switch blade under the divider of the stall, but did not
harm Ouellette.
Pushee was released on $500 bail after his arrest and
will be arraigned on May 6.
According to a police department source, Pushee had
· $700. on him at the time of the arrest, although he had
aparently been unemployed for several months.

New Keene State president
Barbara J. Seelye, 49, a dean at Northern · Illinois
University in DeKalb, was elected Saturday at the

News Briefs

University System Board of Trustees meeting in Keene as
the first woman president of Keene State College.
She replaces former President Leo. F. Redfern, who
resigned for personal reasons last June. Seelye will take
over the position held by Interim President William E.
Whybrew on July I.
Ms. Seelye said she would like to teach classes at the
college. Her specialties are in the areas of communication
thepry, speech pathology, English and biology.
She was the first dean of Northern Illinois University's
College of Professional Studies. She was named to that
position in 1974.
Seelye earned her doctor of philosophy degree in 1967
and her master of arts in 1955 from the University of
Denver and began a long teaching career in 1952 in
Dela van, Ill.
"I'm very excited to be here for many reasons," Seeyle
said. "I like the people here. They are candid and direct
and I- am too."

Money for handicapped
Senior Key Honor Society presented the University
with a gift of $500 last Thursday, Handicapped
Awareness Day, which will be used for the development
of services for handicapped students at UNH.

Alice ~row, assistant director of occupational therapy
and cha1rman of ~he Handicap!)ed Student Services
prog_ram accepted the gift presented by Senior Key
President Joan Mullaney, Vice-President William
Trotter and members Karen Woodfin and Jeannette
Engle, b~th senior occupational therapy majors. Money
for the gift was raised through the organization's monthly
class rings sales.
"Senior Key, by virtue of its purpose as a service honor
society, felt that the needs of handicapped students at
UNH must be addressed--and we hope that our gift will
provide momentum for other student organizations to
concern themselves with those needs," Mullaney said.
Crow foresees "numerous possibilities" for use of the
gift, including "the development of improved library
resources for students with auditory or visual
impairment."

The weather
There is an 80 percent chance of puddle formation
today and tonight. Mercury containers will register in the
upper 50s when viewed with natural light and in the low
40s when viewed with artificial lights. Winds will move
from Nashua to Durham tomorrow at a rate of 10 to 15
miles per hour.
Likewise for Wednesday, according to the National
Weather Service in Concord.
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Students respond to hostage rescue attempt
Americans reaction is mixed
By Joe Friedman

President's handling of the situation. Their
main concerns revolved around his lack of
consultation with Congress and his ·
cancelling the operation in the middle.
"I think Carter was too hesitant, it was
bad for him to back out," David Skinas, an
Anthropology major, said. "He should have
done it all the way or not done it at all."
"The attempt was a waste of human lives.
It caused shame to be brought on our foreign
policy." he said.
"It is hard to say what is going on with our
government," Mary Cronin, a junior
majoring in Economics said. "From what I
was told, the rescue attempt was a warlike
move. Under that condition, I feel it should
have been discussed with Congress."
Other students were more optimistic
about the President's decision to try to
rescue the hostages. Although they agree it is
embarassing now, they think it was worth
the effort.
"You cannot blame President Carter for
trying," Marty Bergeron, a UNH senior
said. "It would have been great if the rescue
had succeeded. Because it was an
unexpected move, Carter had every right to
try it and I respect him for his gamble."
"The time was good to try the rescue
because no one expected it; it looked like it
could hive worked," Mark Coakley, a
junior majoring in Hotel Administration,
said.
"At the time the rescue occurred, I was out
of the c~untry," he said. "I heard_ ~~ts and

Student reaction to the attempted rescue
of the hosta~es in Iran is mixed. : "I give President Carter credit in the sense
of his taking an all or nothing move,' Steve
·Sauchelli, a senior majoring in Economics
said. "I think it is embarassing that we have a
· big defense budget and we could not insure
that the eight choppers we used would be
ones that worked."
"I am very happy that we finally took an
aggressive move, it was long overdue," said
George Coan, a graduate student in English.
"I am disappointed that we did not go into
Iran with more equipment. I think our
military show of force lets Iran kno.w we are
serious."
Two students

had conflictin~ feelin~i:

about the aborted rescue attempt.
"I thought the attempted rescue was good,
but I am sorry that eight people died,"
sophomore Chris Jacobs said. "I think it
was a little late to try a rescue."
Jacobs, an Engineering major at UNH,
also thinks that Iran will not kill the
American hostages because without them,
he said, "Iran holds no power."
"At first, I thought the rescue attempt was
a positive thing," freshman Laura
McCormack said. "However, because of the
resignation of (Secretary of State Cyrus)
Vance, the rescue attempt has its negative
aspects."
McCormack also thinks the attempt was
undertaken to keep up the country's morale.
She said, "I think it was a political move."
Two student disagreed with the

A
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By Barbara Stevens

__

'"Most Iranians are against the taking of
hostages," said Reza Jalili, a 28-year-old
Iranian student pursuing his PhD in
economics at UNH.
Korosh, an Iranian student, majoring in
engineering, said, "If they (Iran) wanted to
take revenge on America they should have
raised the price of oil or cut off diplomatic
relations."
Reza 's wife, Yassaman also in the PhD
program added, "Remember, we are not
representative of the Iranian people."
Most Iranians studying in the US at
universities are from upper-class, well- .
· educated families-a small minority in a
country where at least 60 ,percent of the 36

Mosadegh who refused to step down. So
the CIA organized ·anti-Mosadegh
demonstrations and riots and, within three ·
days, Mosadegh was overthrown and the
•
Shah was back in power.
"The Shah then realized," said Ghamami,
"if he wanted to stay in power he needed
three things: one, a strong army; two, a
secret police; and three, America's help.
"Since the beginning of the Shah's rule he
was helped by America," said Ghamami.
During the 1978 revolution the Shah fled
Iran aboard a CIA plane, said Ghamami.
"Iran said all along, 'Don't let him into the
US,' and embassy officials said the embassy
would be taken over if that happened. The
US did many wrong things," said R. Jalili,
did Ir:1n . But two wrongi;: do not ma lee a

million people are illiterAte.

"5:0

"There is a chain of events which led to it,"
said Ben Ghamami, a senior majoring in
mechanical engineering and president of the
International Students Association.
In i 951 when the young Shah was shakily
in power, a coalition of Iranian parties
gained power and appointed a Prime
Minister: 73 year old Mohammed
Mosadegh. "He was the people's choice, ..
explained R. Jalili.
Mosadegh was at odds with the Shah. He
nationalized the oil fields. The Shah turned
to the US for help, which the US gave
because they found Mosadegh's
nationalistic policies dangerously close to
communism.
The CIA sent people into Iran to plot the
downfall of Mosadegh and restore power to
the Sh:\h. In 1953 the Shah dismissed

right."
Ghamami said, "The militants took the
hostages because they wanted the Shah, they
wanted to attrac.t world attention and to
unite Iran against the US."
The Iranian hatred of the US is
inextricably linked- to their hatred of the
Shah. "Everyone hates the Shah," said Y.
Jalili, who pointed to portraits on the wall of
friends who, she said, "were killed by the
Shah."
Korosh, who is from Azarbiejan in
northwest Iran said, "The Shah's
government worked on its own. It didn't give
a damn about the people."
"I would have preferred a more
moderate change," said Ghamami. But, he

IRAN REACTI~N, page 22

A Sample Used
BCapacity of Dorm

STUDENT GPA
Sackett House
Scott
Smith
Huddleston
Eaton House
Hitchcock
Devine
Fairchild
Hetzel
McLaughlin
Hubbard
Gibbs
Congreve
Jessie Doe
Randall
Woodruff House
Hall House

U.S . .REACTION, page 22 · ·

Iranians look for compromise

B

GPA

50
122
83
43
50
159
217
136
159
117
210
116
269
133
158
50
50

2.831

2.no

2.752
2.752
2.739
2.737
2.734
2.730
2.726
2.699
2.686
2.682
2.673
2.672
2.644
2.631
2.628

A
Lord
Christensen
Richardson House
Williamson
Hunter
Alexander
Stoke
Marston House
Englehardt
Highland House
Sawyer
Freshman
sophmore
Junior
Senior

111
448
36
471
109
135
645
44
111
12
125
122

B

GPA

117
440
43
436
115
140
656
50
115
20
130

2.613
2.580
2.575
2.568
2.540
2.529
2.504
2.493
2.487
2.419
2.356

2.47
2.55
2.64
2.81

Registrar g~ves dorm GP As
By Debbie Lukacsko
The Registrar's Office has
compiled a listing of the grade
point averages (GPAs) for each
dorm that is more accurate and up
to date than the one compiled by
the Department of Institutional
Research and reported in last
Friday 's The New Hamn.i.hfre.
This new data was compiled at

Keen~n granted Japan trip
persistence.
Keenan, 19, of Dover, will
spend the 1980-81 school year at
Doshisha University in Kyoto,
taking a full 16-credit loa_d !n
addition to independent studies m
ceramics. The U ndesignated Gifts
Committee saw fit to award
Keenan a grant of $4000, nearly
enough to cover his first semester's
t•,it:o,.

Friday he wiH find out if his selfdesigned major in Asian Studies
has been accepted by the dean of
Liberal Arts.
"I'm really happy that they can
see the value in something like
this," said the lanky, amiable
Sophomore Jon Keenan will be
Keenan, often seen poring over
discovering Japan next year,
pages of Japanese characters
thanks to the UNH U ndesignated
during his lunchtime office hours
0;f.., r"...,'"ittAP. ~.,d his own
in the MUB, as 79-'80 director of
the MUSO Photo School.
"I tried just about every other
place, including \the _.Japanese·
consulate, for some kind of
.J,_,
- funding," he said.
"I want to learn the language
over there, the culture, and to do
that, I have to be thrust into that
.kind of environment," Keenan
said, adding that he leaves August
31 from San Francisco.
Photographer Keenan will be
satisfying a long-term interest in
ceramics begun during his stays in
the Orient with his family; Jon's
father was in the foreign service.
Keenan was born in France and
has lived in India. Pakistan, and
Thailand as :well as the United
States. Japan was not, however
one of the countries he lived in. ·
Since coming to UNH though,
Keenan h~_ s been studying
Japanese, and has been known,
when prodded, to extoll the virtues
of Japanese culture and art.
· "I've always wanted to go,"
Keenan said Mc;>nday, -" I've
actually been working on it for
year or so."
Obtaining the $4000 grant took
only a weekend, during which time
he wrote his proposal, a single
Jon Keenan has been given S4000 from the U ndesignated Gifts Fund to
KEENAN, page 9
culture.
the
and
language
the
study
travel to Kykoto, Japan, next year to

By Joel Brown
Clock says 8:02 / but thats
midnight to you
-Graham Parker, Discovering
Japan

the request of Carol Bischoff,
Director of Residential Life, on
February 5, 1980.
Stephanie Thomas, the registrar
for the University, stated that the
information compiled. by the
Department of Institutional
Research was inaccurate.
"I'm sensitive about releasing
GPAs because of the anonymity
involved," said Thomas. "It's very
misleading."
According to Thomas, any
information that is needed by the
!~Jistrar's office is compiled in
Thompson Hall on their own
computer.
"I doubt that we would ask them
(Institutional Research) to
produce this type of program,"
said Thomas. "We have the
capability ourselves with our own

computer, I would assume that the
Housing · Office requested this
information."
The data that was compiled was
for the first semester of 1979-80.
"When using data like this, you
have to keep in mind that averages
are always lower in the fall,"
Thomas said.
The data was compiled by
taking a random sample of the
student's (GPAs)," said Thomas.
"A random sample can be as
accurate as a total average if it's
done in the right way."
"The rates always fluctuate in
his type of data because students
are always changing dor~s." said
Thomas. "They change their
address with such rapidity, that

GPA, page 22

Professor-Emeritus
dies at age 79
Professor-EmeritusStuartJ.bunn, 79, of 24 Woodman Ave.
died Friday evening, April 25, atWentworth-Douglas Hospital in
uover.
He was an instructor at Iowa State College from 1924 to 1926 and
moved to Durham in 1926 where he was an instructor of Botany at
' UNH from 1926 to 1937. In 1947, he became an associate professor
and in 1961 he received his full professorship, retiring in 1971. He
pu6lished two botany books during that time.
Dunn was born August 12, 1900, in Amboy, Minnesota. He grew
up in Herman, Minnesota, where his-fc:tther was engaged in a farm
impliment business.
Dunn was a graduate of the University of Minnesota with the class·
of 1923 where he earned his BA degree. He earned his MS degree at
Iowa State College in 1925 and his PhD. from the University of
Minnesota in 1931.
Professor Dunn was a member of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, the American Society of Plant
Physiologists, and the Weed Scie~ce Socie~y of America. His
research interest was the Effects of Light Quality on Plant Growth.
He was a member and former deacon of the Durham Community
Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred (Speaker) Dunn of
Durham; a son, David Dunn of Windham; a daughter, Mrs. Bryant
(Judith) Puffer of Barker, N.Y.; and five .grandchildren.
The family requests that memorials in Professor Dunn's memory
be made to the Durham Community Church.
The Brisson and Kent Funeral Home, Newmarket, is in charge of
arrangements.
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Reporter's notebook

By Joan Mullaney

By Laura Flynn
This week our roaming reporter, d~sguised as an ave~age
student, wandered about the campus m her usual pursmt of
the truth. She approached total stangers at r~ndom and
asked. "Do you feel there is a need for a Womens Center at
UNH?"
.
.
Along with furrowed eyebrows and nervous giggles, the
most common reseonse was a non-response, "I don't know
anything about it.•
any!hing about it."
· Here are some others:
,
Janet Lawrence, senior, off-c~mpus: "Yes, I do. There_s a
lot of issues that need to be brought 01;1t m the open_. I thmk
the majority of students on campus are ignorant to thmgs that
go on, for example, job discriminat10n and violence on
campus. The Women's Center should be a place people can go
for mformation about these issues, especially women.
Rebecca Doucet, sophomore, Devine: "There's a need fo_r :1
center for both men and women, not exclusively women. If 1t s
going to be SAF funded, I think they should h~ve a center for
both men and women."
I

Franke Keough, juui.01, Sw~c. "I ul?u'l ft:c~ wt:ll c:nou~h

1

/

TASC: ,earning to learn

informed about the subJect to give a vahd opm1on, however,
that could be the center's biggest profilem. Since th,e
University has allocated $6,000 per ye~r: ~o _the Women s
Center and the Center has lackeo the 1mt1ative to use the
funds for programming, I think the funds could_be·cl?,an!?eled
into other better programs throughout the U mvers1ty:
· Nancy Kreusser,junior, off-cam_pus: "l'~e never used 1t but,
yes I do think there's a need for a Womens Center. It should
be ~n outlet, a resource for stu~ents."
.
Ron St. Pierre, Teachin~ Ass1sta!1t, Engh~h Departme!lt:
"If the point of the Women s Center 1s to pn~v1de _women with
the kind of guidance they need at the Umvers1ty, I see no
reason why there shouldn't be one."
.
Eileen Condron junior, off-campus: _"Yes. I thmk there's a
need for better heahh facilities and the Women's Center co1:1ld
initiate better health care for women at UNH by researchmg
health care at other universities and bringing new ideas back
here."
"
Angela Hopkin1 sophomore, off-campus: Yes. T~er,
shouldhave the facilities there for those who want to use 1t .. '
Denae Bennett junior, off-campus: "I've never gone to 1t
and don't know ~uch about it. M~ybe there sh~uld be more
activities so we could hear about 1t more. I thmk there are
things !Jtat could be beneficial about having a Women's
Center.
. " Yes. I d on •t t h".mk t h ey
Maranda Forest junior, Fairchild:
get enough support. I know it's not u~ed a.~ much as 1t should
but I think they do a lot of good thmgs.
Wayne Ricker junior, off-campus: "I don't have any
knowledge about 'the Women's Center. I really haven't heard
that much about it."

.

.

Students who are expenencmg
academic difficulties can obtain
assistance in overcoming these
problems through tutoring and
counseling available at the new
Tr..aining in Academic Skills
Center (T ASC).
Located in the basement of
Stoke · Hall, T ASC offers aid in
dealing with developing study
skills, note-taking strategies,
reading comprehension improve
ment, and coping with test anxiety.
T ASC is the brainchild of
Assistant Dean of Students for
Freshman Affairs Dan Garvey.
Garvey, who holds degrees from
Worcester State College and
Goddard College, originally
designed the program to address
the academic needs of freshmen.
"The Dean of Students Office
has been concerned with the
retention rate of our freshman
population," Garvey said. "We
lose a small percentage of this
population each year as a result of
academic problems."
Garvey noted that the
University has lacked a central
clearing house where students
could find help with academic
difficulties.
"If a student needs answers to
work-study or loan questions, he
or she can go to the Financial Aid
office. Residential Life handles
housing issues. But where do
students turn to find the answers to
basic academic skills problems?"
Garvey asked.
"The University, by the very
nature of its raison d'etre, should
make academic skills assistance a
number one priority," he added.
Armed with a $5000 budget
supplied through Fresh!Dan
Orientation fees, Garvey enhsted
the aid of senior Donna Laliberte,
a math education major and
Daniela Duby, a senior
psychologY. major, in. t_he
development of a skills trammg
program. Both Laliberte and

Duby have served as work-study
tutor-counselors. in the Special
Services program, a federally
funded skills development
program . for students meeting
certain income and geographic
eligibility requirements.
The program, initially called the
Freshman Learning Center, was
implemented during the fall of
1979. Garvey and student interns
Laliberte and Duby added two
tutor-counselors to their skills
training team, senior communications major Lisa Dealy and Martin
Grace, a senior economics major.
During the first semester of
operation, the staff of the
Freshman Learning Center
provided individual tutoring to
approximately 57 freshman. An
estimated 200 other students
attondod a number of dormitory

and MUB Luncheon Series
workshops which dealt with note
taking techniques, exam anxiety
and similar academic training
topics.
According to coordinator
Laliberte, "We wanted to make all
freshman aware of the fact that
there are people here who are
concerned with their academic
needs."
"We sent letters to all college
deans, residence hall directors,
college advisors, and placed ads in
The New Hampshire to share the
program with the University
community," Laliberte said. "The
response was most encouraging. In
fact, we could not meet the
demand for individual counseling
because of the limitations
presented by having only a fourmember staff.
,
Because the staff felt ttiat
individual tutoring was much
more effective than group
workshop teaching, the Freshman
Learning Center hired two new
tutor-counselors at the outset of
the spring semester. Joining the
teaching team were Patricia Casey,
a senior economics major and

Residents hilled for sprinkler "damages"
By Lori Holmes
A breakdown in communication
is the major reason students are
charged for housing damage,
accordin2 to Kevin Moore,
director of student damage and the
maintenance of halls.
"PPO&M (Physical Plant
Operations and M0:intenanc~)
didn't get in touch with n_ie this
year when they were go1_ng to
inspect the halls over Chnstmas
vacation so I didn't get the
message 'off to the hall directors to
warn the students about

inspections," Moore said.
Students were charged for
damage whenever anything was
hanging or attached to the
sprinklers or any other fire
equipment.
"This was the first time that
PPO&M charged the students for
any objects on the sprinkler,"
according to Moore.
A wire was hanging from the
sprinkler in Vicki Smith's r<?om in
Smith Hall. "We are not pa ymg for
it," Smith said.
"No wire was hanging on the
sprinkler that can be seen by the

the flow of water, but it can pull the
naked eye," Smith added.
Students were also charged for paint off, Bliss added.
paper decorations, hanging
Bliss thought the students were
plants: or any other obje~ts placed given adequate notice and
on the sprinkler. _No resident 'Yas warnings before the charges were
given prior warmng before be\Dg actually made.
There is no reference made in the
charged.
.
Large devices hke nangmg Caboodle under rules and
plants can affect. the work of ~he regulations that prohibit the
sprinkler, according to Don Bhss, placement of objects on sprinklers
Fire Marshall of the UNH- or any other fire equipment.
Durham Fire Department.
"There is a rule in the Room and
"Weight on the devices can Board contract that states no
block the effective pattern," Bliss · alterations should be made to the
said.
room" Moore said.
Tape and paper cannot blo~k PPO&M, page 22

Ruth Tower, a freshman in the
nursing program.
Garvey, Laliberte and staff
decided to expand the scope of the
tutoring program to include not
only freshmen, but all UNH
students seeking .help with
academics. Thus, the Freshman
Learning Center became T ASC, a
title coined by tutor Dealy as an
acronym for the Training in
Academic Skills Center.
In cooperation with the Office of
Residential Life, T ASC found a
home in the basement of Stoke
Hall, thus saving the tutorcounselors the trouble of finding a
quiet place in a dorm, the MUB, or
academic building where they
could meet with students, as was
the case during first semester.
A tastefully decorated study
ccntc,, c11,;1,;c;;11tcu iu ca1th tones and
complete with private study carrels
and remedial materials provides
the tut.Jr-counselors and students
with a comfortable study
environment.
Its location in a residential area
heavily populated by underclassmen also allows easy access for
students searching for academic
help.
"I am very pleased with the
results of our first year with the
program," Garvey said. "The
student staff is just super--creative,
dedicated and almost fully
autonomous."
Garvey would like to see TASC
expand next year and in the years
to come.
"Right now, we are operating
with a total of six paid students
and four freshman volunteersfreshmen who first came to the
program last semester seeking
assistance," Garvey said. "Their
growth from helpees to helpers is a
reward in itself."
"It is my hope that we can
individually counsel between 200300 students in the coming year,
through work-study staff
expansion and the use of volunteer
tutors," Garvey remarked.
"Most importantly, TASC
hopes to eliminate the
stereotypical notion that an
academic skills center is for 'slow',
students. We see a lot of really
bright students here who simply
need help in increasing their selfconfidence and acquiring
efficiency in academic techniques,"
he said.
T ASC is currently seeking
interested persons to staff the
Center during the 1980-1981
school year.
"Students who are eligible for
work-study, or who are interested
in designing independent studies
or internships through T ASC are
most welcome to stop by and
inquire about the program," said
Dealy.

T ASC, page 10
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Holistic, outdoor dorms are 1n
By Lorraine Townes
The Mini-Dorm Evaluation
Committee (MDEC) and Area III
coordinator Colleen Kilcoyne
have approved the creation of two
new mini-dorms: a holistic living
mini-dorm in Sackett House and
an outdoor mini-dorm in Hall
House.
The two halls are currently
occupied by the personal
develoment and academic minidorms.
According to Special Interest
- Housing Coordinator Nancy
Cray, the dorms were phased out
because of lack of interest.
"There was a core of students
who were interested in maintaining
the focus of the dorms, but the rest
had moved in a different
direction," Cray said. 'There were
positive things accomplished but
not to the scope w~ look to."
Cray said the MDEC reviews
each house every year and makes
recommendations for its future. If

the house has met the commun.ity's
expectations, it remains through
the following year. If not,
proposals are accepted for new
special interest housing.
Tim Dubuque, a member of the
screening committee for the new
holistic living mini-dorm, said
interest drifted from personal
development in Sackett House
because the house accepted about
20 freshmen who didn't
understand what personal
development is all about."
Nearly the same problem existed
in Hall House, according to
resident Linda Perry. "The house
wasn't following it's proposal,
which was drawn up quite a few
years ago.
"We shared an interest for a
small dorm. but we weren't the
'quiet dorm 'that we were supposed
to be," Perry said. She said
freshmen were not aware of what
they were getting into when they
signed up for the academic minidorm.

Campus Calenda,------

There are spaces still available in
each new hall, acording to
members of the dorm's screening
committees.
Sackett House activities will
center around "holistic living,"
combining mind and body to
create a more rounded individual,
Dubuque said,"they will include
support groups in jogging,
exercise, nutrition, and "various
other possibilities."
A support group is a small group
of people with the same interests,
who learn to listen to and support
other members.
"It's an exchange of ideas, and
morals and information. Members
talk ovet their problems and
recieve the support of the other
members," Dubuque said. "Some
stuctents may also petition to cook
their own meals and not purchase a
meal plan at Philbrook."
Sackett House will have co-ed
wings next year, accordi!lg to

MI NIDO RM, page 10

Bacchus fights alcohol problem
By Debble Lukascko
First the man take.t the drink, then
the drink takes the drink, then the
tJrink takes the man. Chinese
Proverb
On Friday, Dr. Gerardo
Gonzalez, the founder of Bacchus
came to the University to help
promote the program here on
campus.
"I'm here to help with the day of
activities and to get the chapter
moving," said Gonzalez.
"Alcoholism and alcohol, itself, is
a major problem on all college
campuses. We need to make
people aware of this."
Bacchus is an organization that
promotes responsible attitudes
towards drinking. Members
encourage people to make
responsible drinking choices based
on fact and common sense
guidelines, not fiction.
Jean Salera, president of the
UNH chapter said, "t'm here
because I see the problems on
campus and ~eca1;1se. peo~le are
unaware of theu dnnkmg. I m also

involved because of personal
reasons. All we do is tell people to
become aware. We deal with a
wide cross-section of people."
Bacchus has been recognized by
the Distilled Spirits Council of the
U.S., (DISCUS), the trade
association representing the major
distiller cJmpanies; the Education
Commission of the States (ECS), a
nonprofit association of officials
and educators which seeks
improved education; and the
National Football Lea gue(NFL).
"There was recently a NBC
segment about Bacchus and
promotions during NFL games/
said Gonzalez.
"Alcohol abuse is recognized
but has been at a loss for an
effective way to control it,"
Gonzalez said. Prohibition and
scare tactics don't work. Bacchus
offers people an alternative. It's
students helping students. They
promote the principles and make
the people aware."
"We pass out pamphl~ts and try
to promote people to thmk about

their drinking," said Cheryl
Weinburg, Gibbs Hall Director.
"We promote activities without
lecturing or condemning."
One of the main concerns for the
Bacchus members is the problem
of students driving while
intoxicated.
"If we can prevent one person
from getting behind the wheel and
killing one person, then it's all
worthwhile," said Gonzalez, while t
holding up a copy of the New
Hampshire Times with a headline
about three high school students
who were killed by a drunk driver.
"Over 50 percent of accidents
are alcohol-related," said
Gonzalez. "This is the greatest
threat to student life. It causes
students to drop out of school
because they party too much and
their grades drop."
"Essentially, what we do is tell '
people to become aware of how
and why they drink," said Rebecca
McDonough, a Bacchus member.
"We're not telling them not to•
drink."
_
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sidewalk sale Starts Saturday 9:00 a.m. fT!

·l\retorn Running.Sh0es & Tennis Sneakerl
: :~==~::;

•

~=~=:: : :

Tables full of Bargains for you to
take advantage of
In Store Sales will also be going on --

6 Jenkins Court
-Durham. N.H . 03824
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tuEsDAY, APRIL 29
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Art of the Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries," Margot 0. Clark, The &1l?
Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
MEN'S LACROSSE: Dar~outh, Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
COFFEE HOUR: Come and meet the faculty and students in
the Social Work department. The faculty will speak about
their activities both on and off campus; students will discuss
their field placement services. Carroll Room, Memorial
Union, 4-6 p.m. Sponsored by the Organization of Student
Social Workers.
OPENING AND RECEPTION FOR THE SECOND ANNUAL STUDENT ART SHOW: An exhibit of undergraduate student work. The art work for the show is
chosen by Barbara Dunfey, N.H. Commissioner of the Arts.
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 5-7 p.m. The Show
will :r;un from Wednesday, April 30 to Sunday May 4 in the
Granite State Room. Hours for the show are noon.:'l p.m.
daily.
SOCIETY .FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING PRESENTS: "Communications and Public Relations." Speakers: Gary and
Glennifer Gillespie. The public is welcome. McConnell
Hall, Room 306, at7:30p.m.
DREAMS WORKSHOP: Presented by Anne Atkinson who
has written numerous articles on the subject and has done
her own research. Grafton Room, MemQrial Union, 8 p.m.
Sponsored by TOSNOM.
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Featuring Margaret Atwood, poet
and novelist. Ms. Atwood is the author of seven volumes of
poetry and four novels. Murkland Hall, Room 110, at 8
p.m.
STVN PROGRAM: "Sports." Specified title to be announced. Seacoast (TV) Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 p. m. Free
admission. Shown again on Wednesday, April 30.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30
COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER LUNCH SERIES:
"Turning What You Learn Into What You Earn," Mary Jane
Pernaa, Assistant Director of Career Planning and
Placement. Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Origin ·a nd
'Evolution of the Lunar Highlands: Implicationsfor the
Formation of Early Crusts on the 'Terrestrial Planets," Dr.
A.E. Bence, SUNY at Stony Brook. James Hall, room 119,
from 4-5 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL Vermont, Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
Double-header.
DO'A CONCERT: Do' a will be presenting original compositions reflecting classical, jazz, folk, and other influences
from around the world. Dizzy Gillespie has acclaimed their
first album as "one of the important contributions to the
future of our music." Strafford Room, Memorial Union,
7:30 p.m. Admission $3 general; $2 with UNH ID. Sponsored by the UNH Baha'i Club.
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP CONCERT SERIES: Last concert
of series will feature pianist Joanne Brackeen, guest artist.
The UNH Jazz Band, David Seiler, Director, will perform
the first half of the concert, and Ms. Brackeen_ will play the•
second half. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative ,Arts Center, 8
p.m. Admission $4 or Music Scholarship series ticket.
STVN PROGRAM: "Sports." (Specific topic to be announced.) Seacoast (TV) Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 p.m. Free
adl'_!lissio~. Sh__!)wn again_on Thursday, May 1.
THURSDAY, May 1
STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 1 p.m.
"rALK: Basic and Applied Studies on Isolated Drug and
Toxin Receptors," Dr. Richard Taylor, Biomolecular Sciences Section, Arthur D. Little, Inc. Spaulding Life Sciences,
Room 19, at 1 p.m. Sponsored by IBSO, Intercollege
Biological Sciences Organization.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Cria," starring Geraldine Chaplin and Ana Torrent. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and
9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO Film Pass.
GERMAN -FILM SERIES: Berhard Wicki' s famed 1959 film
"The Bridge," a post-war look at the younger generation
caught up in the last days of WWII and the collapse of.
Hitler's Reich. Black and White, in German, with English
subtitles. Daggett Forum Room, Dimond Library, at 7 p.m.
The New · Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distnbuted semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business
office hours:Tuesday and Thursday l-3PM, Wednesday and Friday 9AM2PM. Academic y ear subscription: $9.00_ Third class postage paid at
Durham~ "NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a •
typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER:
send address changes to The New Hampshire,Room 151 MUB, UNH,
Durham, NH 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing
Co.:Rochester, NH.
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----- ---N.o tices-- -~----- ..-CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

GENERAL

ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB MEETING: The last
meeting of the semester will be held Wednesday, Apri.l
30 at 7:30 p.m. in Kendall 202. Little Royal will be
discussed and new officers elected. Anyone is welcome
to attend and become involved. Refreshments will be
served.
ALPHA ZETA GENERAL MEETING: The last
meetingfor this year will be held Tuesday, April 29 at
7:30 p.m. in Kendall 202. New officers will be sworn in
and there will be a slide show of this year's ev~nts.

TEST ANXIETY WORKSHOP: Sponsored by the Counseling and Testing Center, this workshop will be held
Thursday, May 1 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. in Schofield House,
Counseling and Testing Center. This is an open
_
workshop for all students.
COASTAL FORUM: On Thursday, May 8 a free coastal
forum will be held at the Portsmouth Public Library at
7 p.m. The lecture is entitled "Portrait of a Port: The
Present and Future.''
CAFE FRANCAIS: A weekly French Coffee Hour will
be held on Wednesdays from 3-4 p.m. in Murkland 101.
All French-speaking students, faculty members and
staff are invited to attend. The theme of the April 30
gathering will be "le ler mai."
DO' A CONCERT: To be held Wednesday, April 30 in the
Strafford Room of the Memorial Union at 7:30 p.m. The
concert is sponsored by the UNHBaha'i Club. Do'a will
be presenting original compositions reflecting classical,
jazz, folk, and other influences from around the world.
Dizzy Gillespie has acclaimed their first album as "one
of the important contributions to the future of our
music." Admission is $3.00 general and $2.00 with a UNH
I.D .

ACADEMICFREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: Bfalls
Game: Decision-Making in Town Government; This
four-session course is an opportunity to adopt a role as
town official or citizen and simulate the decisionmaking and interactions in the community of Blackberry Falls. The computer is used for data storage and
analysis, projection of impacts, and feedback on
decisions. The course will meet Tuesday evenings, May
6-27, in Stoke Cluster, from 7-10 p.m. For registration or
information, please call 862-3527.
COMPUT.l~atS~RVH,;~S INFORMATION: There will
be a monthly users meeting on Thursday, May 1 from
2:30-4 p.m. in Kingsbury 310. For more information call
862-3527.

CAREER
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: To be held
Thursday, May 1 in the Career Planning Office, 203
Huddleston from 2:30-4:30 p.m. Students may learn of
how they are coming across during their on-campus interviews.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
SUMMER SOFTBALL UMPIRES WANTED: The
Department of Recreational Sports is looking forcertified and/or experienced officials for two summer
sessions: May 26-July 3; and July 7-August 14. PAY:
$7.50/game for certified or apprenticed ASA officials.
Others, $5.00/game. Applications may be picked up in
Room 151, Field House. Deadline is May 9, 1980.
SUMMER SOFTBALL LEAGUES: Games will be
played twice a week, Monday through Thursday, at 4:30
· and 6:00 p.m. Play begins May 26. First session team
rosters are due by May 19. Mandatory captains' meeting
will be Thursday, May 22 at 4 p.m. in the Field House.
There is a fee of $10 per team entry. Team members
must have a recreation pass or pay a fee of $10. Teams
must have 60 perc~nt of members University affiliated
(students, faculty or staff). Those interested please turn
rosters in to Room 151, Fie!d House.

Trustees
TRUSTEES
continued from page 2
Concord with the money to the day
you can walk in ariy new
construction," said Chase.
The other projects, suer as
Hood House's renovation and the
energy conversion pro_;ect's second
phase, are on different timetables.
"The advantage is in having the
design done, like Hood House's
renovation. Things like that are
much quicker to complete than
new construction," Chase said.
The dormitory is a special case
in two respects. It is cons1cfered a
self-liquidating (pays for itseltJ
fund and rates a higher priority.
Also the Dorm will be sent to the

Legislature with a $6.25 million
figure based on current prices per
square footage and no c~sign.
"New construction is at the top
of our priorities because the state
doesn't have to put up_any money
right away. It (New Hampshire)
just lends its name and borrowing
power (AAA Bond rating) to the
University," said Poulton.
The dorm site is still unknown.
Speculation about the possible use
of Lot A near the Horse Barns has.
stirred controversy around
campus. Other possible sites, most
notably the Rosemary Lane area
'
have been considered.
"We have been concentrating on
the Rosemary Lane site but I
wouldn't write off the Horse Barn
location if the funding is there."
said Chase.
UN H Vice-President Allan
Prince said Rosemary Lane is a
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ART: On Monday and Tuesday, May 5 and 6, New
England Center will sponsor this exhibition and sale in
the New England Center Gallery from 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
The exhibition will feature original prints by old and
contemporary masters provided by Marson Galleries of
Baltimore, Maryland.
DEUTSCHE KAFFESTUNDE: Held every Wednesday
from 3-4 p.m. in Murkland 9. If you like to speak German-please come!
COFFEE HOUR: To be sponsored by the Organization
of Student Social Workers, this Coffee Hour will be held
on Tuesday, April 29 from 4-6 p.m. in the Carroll Ruom
of the Memorial Union. Come and meet the faculty and
the students in the social work department. The faculty
will speak about their activities both on and off campus
and fellow social work students will speak about their
field placement experiences. Come and be a part of your .
major.
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Held on Wednesday
evenings at 7:00 p.m. in Schofield House, Counseling and
Testing Center. Group discussions, topics relating to gay
men and referrals are offered.
TAVOLA ITALIANA: The Italian Luncheon will be held
each Wednesday· at noon in Murkland 101. All those in
the campus community who wish to develop or sharpen
_ _
_
_ thejr skiJls are w_ekQ_file.
1
STREs.5 MANAGEMENT GROUP: Sponsoreaby lne ..1
Thursday
every
Held
Center.
Counseling and Testing
from 12:30_-2:30 p.m. in the Couns~ling and Testing Center, Schofield. Focus on relaxation techniques com'
f!l_l!!l_!~atj.on skills, and self awareness.

COME·- TO . DURHAM EXPO
1980
20 percent off all products
. Redken, Nucleic A, Jhirmack; Keywest on Friday May 2 and
Saturday, May 3
We will be participating in the
auction

Durham Shopping Center
868-7363
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"Hood House is now basically · in The New HampshireonApnl D
an out-patient clinic not an will cost $1.4 million and Barton
overnight operation like it was in an estimated $65,000.
It's unrealistic to expect all of
the 1930's when it was built," said
our proposals to be approved,"
Prince.
TRUSTEES
"The work is being done partly said Poulton. "It's going to take a
continued from page 6
to bring it in compliance with iot of hard work to get the funds
but the Legislature has treated
newer safety codes (Wiring,
"prime location."
UN H pretty well over the last five
"The site is near two of the three plumbing, handicapped and
dining halls and the old buildings ambulance accesses) and partly to years.''
The proposed dormitory may be
sitting there now (Robinson, make the facility more compatible
privately funded, according to
Palmer, Batcheller, Brook, Rice with its present function."
Other improvements include Chase. "We will continue to
and Schofield houses) are poorly
insulated and hard to maintain. ~xpansion of the athletic facility explore the possibility of private
They were originally private l:1 nd Barton Hall of the Thompson fund raising if we could get interest
rates comparable to the ones we
School.
dwellings," he said.
The Field House additions and get using the state's bond rating
Energy conservation is high on
the University's priority list with modifications whic~ were r~po~_t~~ (AAA)" he said.
Phase II of the conversion process
warranting a $3 .56 million request
from the general fund.
Associate Director of Physical !
Plant & Development, Walter I
Do you need Short Term Medical Insurance?
Peterman, said the conversion,
which uses low-temperature hot
3 months or 6 months coverage available
water instead of the present steam
cost of less than $7 5 .00 - Immediate Issue
a
at
system, should eventually pay for
For Details Contact:
itself.
"The estimated pay-back
MORRISON AGENCY, INC.
periods for each phase varies as the
6 Locust Street, Dover, NH 03820
project progresses," he said.
"Phase I, which refigured by one of
742-1452
our engineers to pay for itself, in
energy savings, in 12.9 years.
Phase II, a little more productive
at 6.5 years, and finally Phase lII in
4.8 years," said Peterman.
In the interim the system will be
heated by both steam and hot
water until its estimated 1985
We need a campus representative to assist us in developing mailing lists of selected senior
completion date.
and graduate students. Ingenuity, perseverance and reliability required. Would prefer
"We feel that the Legislature is
someone who can wot1( for us in this capacity for several years to come. No "rags to riches"
anxious to implement energy
Income, but certainly attractive Hyou need additional money to help meet rising expenses.
savings at UNH and will okay
you are Interested in learning more about this opportunity, fill out the coupon below and
n
said
III,"
funding for Phases II &
mail Htoday.
Peterman.
These sentiments are echoed by
I am interested in learning more about being your NMI Associates
Lessard, who serves on the House
Attn: Nevil Johnson
campus representative. Please furnish me with
Sub-Committee on Education.
P.O. Box 19722• Dept. COLADS
pertinent details.
"UNH was unprepared before .. he
Dallas, Texas 75219
said.
"There's no reason for the $50
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
surcharges we've had to cover
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' - - - - - - - raises in prices," he said. "The
quicker we get this approved the
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __
more money we will save."
Hood House and handicapped
Phone Number _ _ _ College or Univ. _ _ _ Dept. ortlass--1
accessibility are two of the other
I
1
proposal's elements. ·

Trustees

I

GRADUATING STUDENTS

Part-time
Research Assistant

--------------------------------------------

•·The current rates are about 1920 percent right now we would like
:o get funds at about six to seven
percent."
The main goal of those involved
is to keep the student's cost at a
minimum.

"The Legislature has b;nt over
backwards to hold tuition, at least
in-state, at its present rate," said
Lessard. "It's been our number one
priority and I think we've done a
good job of it."

A Reception for Repub.
Candidate for U·S· Senate

WARREN RUDMAN
~ Will be held in the Sullivan Rm.
at 8:00 Thursday evening May 1.
All are welcome to attend.

I

.YOUNG'S SPECIAL
(

One Egg Any Style with
Toast, Tea, Coffee or Homefries.

_81.05
NEW PARTNER'S SPECIAL
11:30 am-7:00 pm
Buy one dinner at regular price; get the
second one ( of equal value or less) for
HALF PRICE!
Young's
Main St. Durham
Special Runs Apr 30-May 6

..-----------------------

~-~-------------------------------.-.-.-.-.-----------~-

-SPRING SALE-

COLLEGE STUDENTS

ANoSAVE!
SAVE!
' ;:c-~:T'.f.};~~i,U SAVE !

MOVE-IT-YOURSELF

,.:.:; •7 ;: .\
RO LL! i. S~ii ;-;~', !' .H. 038 &9
T::.l: (603 ! 74.:!-1Sa7

THE OFFICIAL MOVE-IT-YOURSELF PLAN
SAVES UP T0 ·50% OF THE COST OF
A COMMERCIAL-VAN-MOVE.
YOU GET TO POCKET MOST OF WHAT YOU SAVE.
AND THAT CAN BE PLENTY.
.

RYDER IS OFFERING A 10%

DISCOUNT ON All

ONE WAY MOVES.

For information and reservations call:
42-1987 Dover (Rollinsford)
In state call toll free:

'J

800-562-3997
======~
~

J•-1~-,--........_.=,-~rr,1

r ; --,

4-6 roo m s o f furni t u r e_ 18' Var. .

1 or more rooms of fu rn iture - 22' V an.

I-Stl

FOR GUYS
Let,i Cords- Special Group Now $12.50
Mens Shirts Reg. to$18.00 Now$11.99
Levi Cords & Denim Reg. _$18-$20 Now $14.50 .

*************************************

PLUS · THE BEST SELECTION OF ·
only $11.50

RYDER

RYDER

-

Women's Danskin Skirts Reg. $22.00 Now $11.00
Levi's-Special Group Reg. to $24.00 Now $12.50
Women's Tops Reg. to $24.00 Now $7.99
Pandora Blouses Reg. $16. 00 Now $9. 99
All Women's Levi Pants Reg. $24.00 Now $16.99
100 percent Cotton Turtlenecks ~ Cowls
Reg. $24.00Now$8.99
Special Group Pants & Skirts Now $9. 99
Sweatshirts Reg. $12. 95 Now $7. 99
Womens Tops· Orig. to$18.00$4.99to$6.9 9

·••••••• DICKIES •••••••

2-3 rooms of furn iture - 12' V an.

~====:€r -

FOR GALS

-

•f~;f'I

DON'T FORGET TO RESERVE EARLY!

BEST TRUCK MONEY CAN RENT
10% DISCOUNT EFFE CTIVE THRU MAY 31 , 1980 WI TH THIS_COUPON.

Many shoe specials for guys and gals!

BODY AND SOLE
Main St. Durham, N.H.
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Rooin
SENATE

VALUABLE COUPON-Clip and save

continued from page I

1 Free KODAK Col

Thursday isPizza Night.

$1 off·
·., any Pizza!
Our live entertainment this
week features

Wed.·: Brian Lessard
Thurs: Tim Gurshin
Fri, Sat: Chris and Stan

members, total number ot people
who use the organization, and past
performance and future
projections.
All decisions for room soace are
on the fact that the MUB has
a ~·inite amount of space, Connors
sa1d.
I
I
Connors called the senate bill "a .
, I
power play" al}d "politics on the
I
I
part of TOSNOM and ISOS."
I
. Oth_er Senate action Sunday
I
I
~•ght mcluded the passage of a bill
I
concerning $6350 in funding for
I
Isos .
An editorial change was made in
I
868-9661
I
the bill regarding 650.00. dollars in
·
·
.,Kodak
I
compensation for the organiza____ _:. ____ ._ ____ ~~l~1~l~:~!._~~~•~•_:~'.'.._~- ._ ·__________
tion's officers.
The change read, "At the first
Senate meeting in November 1980
the Senate will decide whether
payment ot comnensation will be
issued on the organization's
I st quarter performance."
Senate also elected Steve Bloom
as Speaker of the Student Senate
and Dave Ross Parliamentarian.
The Senate passed unanimously
an act to establish an ad hoc
committee entitled "SAF
Treasurer Task Force."
The committee, with members
Dave Carle, Bob Coates, Jim
Donnelly, Chris Mott, Tom
My~tt, Cyndi Pettengill, and
chauperson Dave Coldren, will
explore "options and alternatives
· open to the Senate relative to the
filling of the SAF Treasurer
position," according to -the bill.
. The . proposal _ will explore
,I
alternatives to J. Gregg Sanborn,
LJ1rector of Student Activities'
proposal to transfer the Treasurer
position to his office from the ViceP resident for Budget and
Administration's office.
325 Lincoln Street
Some students have worried
Manchester, N.H . 03103
that the move was encroachmc:nt
Tel. 669-3636
ID Required
on the independence of student
to·r Direction
organizations.

TOWN and CAMPUS

.----,___:==='-- :

J

7-'e

j%)taee

N .H. Newest & Largest Rock club
Presents

;.;:::f :-:i;.•• .

Dining Room Hours:
11:30-2:30 pm; 4:30-8:30 pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

THE CATNIP PUB
· 41 Main St.

~
May2-3

APRIL 29 thru MAY 3

THE COMMUTER CRIER

is.looking for
Fall 1980 and Spring 1981:
Editor
Assistant Editor
Ads Manager and
Photographers
These are paid positions.
Drop by the Commuter Transfer
Center to apply, Rm. 136 MUB

3 Piece 100% Nylon
TANK ENSEMBLE
• Lid Cover
• Tank Cover
• Tank Top

511

"CANNON"
HAND
TOWEL

.
J
1.66 l

- SOLIDS & PRINTS

l.

"CANNON"
FACE
CLOTH

99$

SHOP WELLWOOD FOR EVERY DAY NEEDS -

,.,,

,- r .. . -, __..,

rJ -
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"It was great when I found out,"
he said, "They gave me everything
I asked for."
"If it wasn't for the grant,
Keenan added, "I wouldn't be able
to go."

Keenan
KEENAN
continued from page 3

letter, not overly long, outlining
his plans and his need for funds.
After critiques from six friends and
some rewriting, Keenan hand
delivered the typed proposal to
Alan Prince, Vice President of
Budget and Administration, and
the Chairman of the Undesignated
Gifts Committee of the Eliot Fund.
"They didn't just send me a
check," Keenan said, a smile
creeping onto his face. "I just got a
tuition bill that was reduced from
$4250 to $250."
He will be tutoring private
English lessons to buy lunch, and

LaXlllen host
Dartinouth
LACROSSE
as well, ruining Wildcat hopes at
Amherst.

742--Z9Z4 ·

· Annourzcing the
Opening of

·we. CATER wrm CiAS5

_-WE WILL BE ·oPEN FOR BUSINESS ALL

R-WTRAVEL
A full seroice travel agen~y

keep up with other living expensiesi .

There are roughly a dozen U.S.
schools belonging to the
Associated Kyoto Program; UNH,
unfortunately, is not one of them.
If it was, Keenan's tuition at .
Doshisha would be equivalent to
his tuition here. Associate
Professor Yutaka Yamamoto,
chairman of the -Philosophy
Department here, is working on
getting UNH into it, according to
Keenan.
Despite UNH not being a
member of the program, Keenan
was one of only thirty American
students selected to spend a year at
Doshisha, based on academic
qualities and interest in Japanese
:ulture and language.
Keenan will be staying with a
Japanese family during the year, to
provide an even deeper i:nmersion
in the environment that he will be
studying 20 credit-hours a
semester. They will provide him
with breakfast and dinner, a roof
over his head, and some support in
his first months in an unfamiliar
land.
· Or perhaps, it's not so
unfamiliar to Jon.

Today, the stickmen host
another tough Ivy League foe in
Dartmouth in the last game of
their home schedule at 3 p.m.
Because its the last home game
for the seniors, todays game with
the Green should be an emotion
filled contest. '·Dartmouth's
defense isn't as quick as Harvard
or UMass," said Garber, "and it
should be a helluva game Tuesday.
It's the last one for these seniors so
it should be a good one."

Planning a trip to the West Coast this summer?
Inquire about our air fares ...
New York to the West Coast.
Round Trip ... $298.00
One Way ... $154.00
Great for exch~nge students or if you
plan to spend the entire summer. There
are no limitations on the return.·
Tickets good for up to 1 year. And the
seats are confirmed!

conveniently located at
Durham Shopping Center
Mill Road, Durham
868-1830 -·

Plenty of Parking!

!
I

•

SUMMER

JOIN US ON SUNDAY.
MAY 4, FOR A VERY
SPECIAL DINING
EVENT
AN

INDONESIAN
BRUNCH
PREPARED BY
PROF. JAN CLEE
RESERVATIONS ARE NOW
BEING ACCEPTED
CALL 862-2815

NEW ENGLAND CENTER
STRAFFORD AVENUE
DURHAM, N.H.

MASTER CHARGE & VISA WELCOMED

JUST IN TIME FOR MOTHER'S DAY,
FATHER'S DAY & GRADUATION

* BOOK LOFT* -

"communtcalions

and

pub!tc rrtlations·'
G at>J a.11,J G.Z,.11,1,./z fer
atlleu>pi e,

.

1UtSt'AY, APRIL :l'I
1.· :Jo,_.,,..

mcC011/ntl2 Hall (V1t8!)

AN UNPRECEDENTED MONTH-LONG SUPER
SALE
MAYl-31

20 percent off
All Books - paperback, hardback & children's & even
empty books .
All toys & games (including our fine
selection of Fisher Price)
Kindergraphic posters
Kliban & Ziggy T-Shirts
Puzzles (jigsaw for all ages)
Kliban cards, totes, pillows etc.
Sport pillows
Stuffed Aminals
Sorry! Records, tapes, record accessories, SALE
ITEMS
GREETING CARDS & party goods NOT INCLUDED

-----------------

TO KICK OFF OUR SUPER SALE
-----------------ON THE SIDEWALK

_______ _____ _
.;.__

roori 306

UNH

FRIDAY MAY 2ND ----SATURDAY MAY 3RD
SPECIAL SALE RECORDS & BARGAIN BOOKS

----------------------BOOK LOFT AT TOWN & CAMPUS
64 main street. durham. nh 868-9661

'&,-
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outdoors, Upchurch said.
According to the hall
constitution, each member will be
expected to plan or help plan at
least one dorm project during the
year, and to participate in projects
MINIDORM
planned by_ oth~r r~siden~s._
.
continued from page 5
"The mam thmg 1s part1c1patlon
and general enthusiasm,"
Dubuque, who ·said he feels this
Upchurch said . She said the
will help to break_ up the cliques
screening of potential members
which exist this year. "Most people
will help students know what they
involved are in favor of it, and I
think it will work out, " Dubuque are getting into before they move
in.
said.
The ratio between men and
Hall House will center its
interests around outdoor women in both houses is abo~-t
activities, according to Kate even right now, according to
Upchurch, one of the founders. Dubuque and Upchurch. "We
have a few more girls than guys
Planned activities include hiking,
backpacking, cross country and · signed up for Sackett House, but I
don't think it really matters if it's
downhill skiing, conoeing, and
an exact 50-50 ratio," Dubuque
cycling. Techniques will be taught
said.
in the dorm . then applied

Cray said students are .. really
excited" about the new· minidorms. "it offers a real alternative
to what you find in th,• regular
dorms."

Mini-dorills

Free Safety Inspection
,.
20 percent discount on all reflectors
· , and brake-blocks/cables
10 percent off Helmuts
10 percent off Jog-a-lite
20 percent off Block Generators/Lights
25 percent off Brook Shoes all Styles
in stock

Bite
19 Jenkim Court, Durham,
868-56M

.

Houn: Mon-Fri 9-5., Sat 9-3

CHECKo /'

TASC
TASC
continued from page .1,
"We . also encourage anyone
interested in simply volunteering a
few hours each week to join our
staff. The volunteers we've had this
spring--the freshmen-have been
just fantastic," she added.

A MASTERPIECE
-oF MODERN HORROR
APRIL 29- MAY 6
PROGRAMS
✓Lunch

Series - "Turning What You Learn
Into What You Earn," Wed, April 30

CAT'S CLOSET
✓ Last

minute fun! Design a shirt,
Win one! Details available at the
Cat's Closet.

;PISTACHIO'S
vCelebrate Spring!
Treat someone special - yourself or
a friend
✓ Ice Cream Cones - 40¢ & 60¢
✓ Frappes, still only 75¢

PUB
✓ Do

a May Dance - Thur, May 1
Last Waltz - Sun, May 4
✓ Free Popcorn

✓ Closing ... The

INFORMATION CENTER
862-2600 {freshmen & Sophomore Work-study
Students interested in working at
the Information Center for 1980-81,
apply to Pat Winzeler, MUB
Administration Office by May 6.

CAFETERIA
✓ Free coffee 1-2:30 p.m., May 7-15
'-'Continental Breakfasts
Cereal with milk, coffee & donut, 80¢
Coffee, do,nut & juice, 50¢
2 scrambled eggs, toast & juice, 75¢
./Friday's Breakfast Special
2 fried eggs, homefries, toast &
choice of any 2 beverages, $1.25
vCoffee & tea, 20¢ with your own cup

A~lANltY K~~mLK fllM
JALK NIL~~l~~N ~~RlfY ~~VAll "rnf ~~ININ~"
STARRI

~'~AlMAN rnornrn~, OANNY llOYO

~lANUY ~UHRI~~, OIAN[ JO~N~ON ~IA"NifHU~Rit~
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

TICKET OFFICE
862-2290
/Music Dept Scholarship Series
April 30
✓Summer Theater - July & August

CATERING SERVICE
862-2484
✓ From

coffee to banquets;
menus on request

~l[rHfN"°~Nt

uA □ lAN

JAN n n
From Warner Bros.

r~oa~m IN A~~ot1AnoN wnH

rnf PR□□u~rn ~mm m

C)A Warner Communications Company

© MCMLXXX Warner Bros. Inc. All Right s Reserved .

WORLD PREMIERE MAY 23
NEW YORK and LOS ANGELESAND FROM JUNE 13
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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Edit orial
Stude nts rebel late
The University System Board of Trustees
passed the S50 energy surcharge Saturday for
every full-time student at UNH, KSC, and PSC-but not without a too-late whim~r from the
students.
•.\lthough 70 percent of the system's revenue
comes directly from the students, which is
unheard of at a state university, no student
representatives had any input in deciding on the
S50 first semester fee.
At the Keene meeting, Student Trustee Ian
Wilson, tn hts last showtng, and SBP Bob Coates
debated over the Finance and Budget
Committee's proposed S50 charge. But,
unfortunately students, it was too late.
The decision had been made. After 45 minutes
ofheat.ed debate before about 150 spectators, the
Trustees voted 19-1 in favorofthefrrstsem ester
cha~e. Wilson was the only dissenter.
"Its a killer. The thing that makes me feel they
still don't understand was that vote," Wilson
said.
But after the debate, mostly between Wilson
and Chairman of the Finance and Budget
Committee Paul Holloway, Wilson said there

•
Ill

the surch arge game

was a hope of increased student support: within
the system.
Both he and Coates agreed the new Student
Trustee Tom Padiam of Keene and Keene and
Plymouth's SBP's stood up to the Trustee.
"We made a big impact. The students were
unified. We had everyone's support--and I think _
they'll start listening," Wilson said.
Yet all of the student representatives admitted
that, though they tried to have some input in
setting the amount of money assessed on each
student, there was nothtng they could do now so
late in the game.
Everyone agreed student government should
have looked into the matter more thoroughly-sooner.
The Student Senate had passed a resolution
last semester stating that all mandatory fees
should come before them for review or
assessment--the set figure was never mentioned
to them.
They should have asked.
Now the students are not demanding the
impossible. They want a chance. A chance to see
how the Board and respective campus

administrations set the figure, how they decide
on the imminent increase for next semester and
why the selected figures are legitimate.
"It wasn't meant to be a criticism of the
Board," Coates said. It is just that the students
always get wind of these fees after the fact.
The student leaders were right to let the
Trustees know how they felt But as Coates said
it should have been done before it went to the
Board level.
And Wilson admitted, "It may have been the
wrong place to do 1t--but tt was good to get 1t out
in public."
.
-.The students were feeling left out of the billing
process. It is about time they did something
about it.
·we realize there is no way we can have any
input this spring on the 350 first semester
energy surcharge.
But it is not too late to start asking questions
and giving our ideas for second semester.
So let's start talking to UNH's administrators
and stay with the mood set on Saturday--=before it
is too late--again.

Lette rs
Pledging
To the Editor:
Unbelievable. It is a mystery to
Sigma N~ how a paper with such an
impact on the student body allows total
incompetents to naively-categorize and
sterotype using this media as a voicing
ground.
Of course we are refering to the socalled "editorial'' in the Friday, April
25 issue of The New Hampshire.
Since Sigma Nu's foundin~ at the
University of New Hampslure four
short years ago, we have buih up a
strong reputation on which we take
great pride in. Most importantly is our
committment to a "non-hazing.. ideal.
However the editors of The New
Hampshire deemed it necessary to
blindly categorize us with every other
fraternity. The statement 2oes as
follows,"Although the pranks differ,,
each house in the Greek system has a'
form of 'hazing'.'' Incredible. If the
editors had taken the time to walk 10
feet down the hall to our office or
listened to the radio interview
Wednesday, April 23rd on WUNH
with our president they would have
probably thought twice about
th.rowing us into such a general
statement, but no ignorance prevailed.
Isn't it about time for responsible
journalism?
Mike Hannan
President
Sigma Nu Fraternity
Steve Askin
Vice President
Sigma Nu Fraternity

To the Editor:
The semester that I pledged was one
of the best semesters that I h"ave had
here at UNH. I was not put through a
"degrading ritual" in any way. lnstead,
I was "forced" to attend some of the
best parties of my life, from Bid's Night
to the weekly Ladies Tea or sorority
party. Far from being hazed. .
During the last week of my pledge
_period, I was not expected to stay
:awake from Sunday until Thursday,
nor did I lose eyen one night of sleep.
You are right in saying that the
sisters and brothers will avoid saying
anything negative about their houses.
We are proud of our houses. Won't you
avoid saying anything negative about
The New Hampshire?
As far as neglected school work goes-my GPA went up during the semester
that I pledged.
I apologize to Messers. Peterson and

Robichaud for infringing upon then
rights in the dining hall, but to the best
of my knowledge not one other person
has complained about our pledges
singing in Huddleston. The reaction
seemed to be quite the opposite. When
they were finished the whole room
l)roke out cheering,.hardly the response
of students who felt that their rights
had been infringed upon.
I fail to see the connection between
pledges singing and sexual assault,
unless a new form has been invented. I
am truly sorry if there was such a case. I
am happy to say that no Kappa Sig
pledge or brother was involved in any
such action.
To the question of who is there to
keep the fraternities in check-we are
subject to control by the Dean of
Students Office, the Office of Student
Activities, the Interfraternity Council
(of which I am an executive member),
the Durham Town authorities and the
Durham.. UNH Fire Department.
We are not just an outlaw hoard
roaming at will. The Ureek · ~ystem
does more for the University
community than any other campus
organization. Last February we put on
the Nite of Sin in the MUB. All of the
profits went to the Leukemia Society
and the Special Olympics. We are
more involved in homecoming than
any other group-just compare the
quality of our floats to the others.
Is pledging worth it? Definitely!
Michael E. Coleman
Interim Treasurer-IFC
Kappa Sig Brother

To the Editor:
The editorial which appeared in last
Friday's The New Hampshire was an
example of the stereotypical and
blatantly prejudicial attitudes
expressed by people outside of the
Greek system.
In my opinion the letter need be
considered nothing but a blind,
simplistic a-:count of a community
which non-members know nothing
about.
In order to open the eyes of all UNH
citizens who have no idea what a
fraternity or sorority is about, I would
like to point out the positive and far too
often neglected facets of our
community which non-greeks are
either uninformed about, or wish not to
acknowledge.
Members of the Greek community
are involved in all aspects of campus
life f r:om admissions representatives, to
our University's Student Body
President-elect. We have members
participating in Student Senate, intercellegiate sports, SCOPE, the Young
Alumni Committee, honor societies,
freshman camp counselo~, the

Alumni-support Phone-A-Thon, and
The New Hampshire, just to name a
few extracurricular activities. Quite a
broad spectrum.of representation.
The Greek system also provides a
social alternative for the University
which non-greeks are never hesitant to
take advantage of, and far too often
criticize. I woulct call that hypocnsy.
Three major social events, Winter
Carnival, H_omecoming, and Greek
Night of Sin (which donates all
proceeds to charity), are open to the
entire -student body, while at the same
time sponsored almost entirely by the
fraternities and soron1ies.
As for my sorority, Chi Omega, we
specifically sponsor, participate in, and
encourage activities such as the UNH
Blood drive, adopt a grandparent
program, faculty receptions, Christmas
and Easter parties for community
orphanages, and the canned-food drive
for Women of Higher Education. Also,
we host a local Brownie troop once a
week.
Scholarship is stressed to our pledges
as one of the many of the organization's
purposes. Along with all these activities
each sorority maintains a cumulative
GPA between 2.8 and 3".0". I would call
that impressive, no"t degrading.
I feel it 's about time attacks such as
last week's editorial on the Greek
community cease. I feel it's time to
recognize and commend the many
activities fraternities and sororities
participate in, and the numerous
contributions we make to the
lJniversitv.
Janet I. Jacobs
Asst. Pledge Trainer
Chi Omega Sorority

the Greek Nite of Sin, which is open to
the whole student Doay, ttom·ecommg
and Winter Carnival. They statistically
show the greatest involvement in
student elections and also in the blood
drives held at the MUB. The Greeks
also provide UNH with the greatest
source of social functions (i.e., allcampus parties, ladies' teas, pancake
breakfasts, etc.). And in the summer, at
least seven frats stay open and rent out
to boarders 'at incredibly che~p rates.
As a member of Sigma Beta
Fraternity, I also feel compelled to say
a few things on behalf of my
Brotherhood. Pledging is there for a
purpose. It is not some haphazard
operation. It is a well thought out
process, one which demands much of
the time of the Brethren.
Pledging takes more out of the
brothers than it does the pledges. There
is a purpose for it, there are iessons
whi.::h the pledges learn; thmgs which
will eventually turn them into better
men. But you wouldri 't know about
that. What you and the rest of UNH
sees is but a small aspect. It is there only
as a moment of humor, something
which only entertains people.
The serious side of pledging is secret.
And we, as brothers, are sworn to keep
this side secret. But that doesn't make it
evil. It is our common bond and why
should we share that with those of you
who are eager to look for some negative
side?
Not once in your article did you
quote a pledge. Not once in your article
did you mention the very positive
aspects of the Greek system. I have
mentioned a few of them above.
As for Beta, wclL.lf you didn't
know, Gagne, Sigma Beta has held
several offices of significance on The
New Hampshire staff in the past five
years. In that time we have had two
To the Editor:
sports editors, two business managers,
It seems too bad, Rachel Gagne, thai two advertising managers and several
you should have to waste your time and news and staff reporters and
good space in The New Hampshire in photographers.
In addition, Betas
order to labor over your petty have been a part of WUNH radio as
whimpers about the Greek system here broadcasters and sports announcers,
at UNH. Your article, which for some sports director and news diretor. A
reasons doesn't even relate to the Beta is the Co-Chairperson for
headline, shows the short sightedness Homecoming and Freshman Camp,
of your vision into fraternities and another is a central figure in MUSO
sororities.
and others have been co-chairperson of
It seems apparent to me that no one
the MUB Board of Governors and of
will ever appreciate, let alone
the MUB Bureau of Budget.
understand, the Greek system until
Other brothers have gone on to be
they have experienced it. You are
the president of New England College,
proof. Let's be serious. After all your
lawyers, architects and principle ·
crying is done, Gagne, there remains
motivators within the University
the fact that there are 1200 Greeks :it
(UNH JOO Club Sec.-Tres. Pierre D.
UNH - 12.5 percent of the student
Boy, former PPO&M Director Eugene
population. This makes the Greeks not
Leaver and English teacher Ron
only the greatest in number or any
Winslow who just happens tobe faculty
student organization, but further
advisor to The New Hampshire.
investi~ation shows we are also the
Beta has been represented in nearly
_Breatest in contributions to the every male sport at UNH. A Beta is
University community.
currently the head of the Greek Council
Greek members are re~ponsible for . and Beta were the p~incip_le _

part1c1pants in the lntra-I:ratermty
Council when it was in effect. ln short,
look around you and see the Betas-and
all the Greeks-are everywhere and
doing many, it not most, things.
As for grades, more than half of my
house is comprised of business,
economks, math, computer and
engineering majors. Our composite
grade point average can match any
dorm on campus. And there is no peer
pressure here. We're just ordinary
students. The only difference is that we
choose to live and associate with those
who we have a close bond to.
111 give you one thing, Gagne. It is
voluntary. You got that right. We do
not force our pledges to do anything.
We do not hold some mysterious bond
over them for five weeks.
There are 1200 Greeks. 12.5 percent of
the student population has chosen to
undergo pledging. We must be doing
something right. But you're obviously
too blind to see them. Since
you're editor-in-chief now ·does that
mean you can write about things you
know nothine: about? As a matter of
fact, you know very fcw brothers and
admittedly have never even bothered to
rush a sorority. Still that didn't deter
you from your -blatantly one-sided
attack on something you know only the
half of, things which you feel disrupt
your private little existence.
There is a song which goes ..."Before.
you abuse/Criticize and accuse/Walk
a mile in my shoes." Yet, instead of
takang the · challenge, Gagne, you
stepped backward and closed the door
to your glass house.
Lee L. Hunsaker
Brother, Sigma Beta Fraternity
Former Sports Editor of The New
Hampshire

MUSO
To the Editor:
In regard to the article about MUSO
in which Ian Wilson was interviewed, I
have this reply. My job as Arts and
Lecture Director, along with the input
of the eight ot~er members of MUSO,
is to provide to the University
interesting, informative, and attractive
events for students to attend. the first
semester particularly, due to the
importance of the NH primary, I felt
students should have the opportunity
to evaluate alternative political
viewpoints.
As lecture director, it was within my
power to provide these events
exemplified by, "Nobody for
President" and "Ownership
Campaign." We also sponsored Jerry
Brown before his student organization
was set up,BarryCommonor, and Rev.
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Jesse Jackson. These events had a total
cast of less than $900 which consisted
of publicity expenses.
The programming of these events
occurred within two weeks of the show,
with the exception of Barry
Commonor.The spontaneity needed to
program these events is what allowed
MUSO to bring them to the students at
no admission cost.
Regarding the status of the MUSO
lecture series versus that of the Saul 0
Sid ore Series, not for one moment did I
consider the MUSO lecture series in
competition with the Sidore Series.
The Sid ore Series is planned one to two
years in advance. This allows the
current lecture director at the outset of
the year to evaluate the type of event
coming and to program events which
would stimulate other interests,
working as a complement with, rather
than a competitor to, the Sidore Series.
When you were President of MUSO,
Mr. Wilson, you may have considered
or intended for the Lecture Series to be
in competition with the Sidore Series.
This was and still is the wrong attitude
for a programmer or programming
organization to have. we are in

oe:xi:,tcncc to bring

Cl

wide vcuicty of

entertaining, informative, and

educational programs for the student
body to enjoy if they. so wish.·,_..
I feel as Arts and Lecture Director I
have provided this to_ the Students,
along with Chris Mott, concert
director, and Lort Mintor, films
director. I feel there hasn't been a
department in MUSO lacking nor will
there be in the next year due to the
selection p::-ocess in the past month.
Jerry Brown
Arts and Lecture Director
MUSO

the world with Larry Zabysko!
And if I may, fraternities will NOT
miss you either! I never knew that once
you left your desk in Room 151 you
could suddenly become a University
critic, doer of right and no evil.
As one who complained about the
lack of pa rties (i.e. "good onesj you
always came over to our keg parties
(you detested those toa) at Sigma Beta
each spring. If you feel out of place,
don't go! Don't lower yourself by going
to "(ahem) a frat party! God forbid
that."
And what about those late night aka
early mornings when you were more
than grateful for a spare bed on Sigma
Beta's deck or in a room and a free hot
shower? (You could have always gone
to the field house). Did you ever say
no to a tree breakfast when it was
available at the house either? I think
not.
I think that you have missed the boat
on more than a few instances of what
has reached out to you, not you being
drudgeoned to death by the things
listed by you. If you feel the urge to
write more senseless material, try a
Hollywood trade magazine; maybe you
couJd wo, II. fu, Ruud Barren. sne
never makes any sense either.
I, Dana Jennings, will not miss your
senseless throughtlessly constructed
columns. Happy Graduation (I think).
Gerry Miles
4 year staff member
(g_oing on five)

TOSNOM

To the Editor:
I realize that my business manager
has also submitted a letter pertaining to
the misjudgment and obvious biased
decision of the MUB Board of
Governors. I find it impossible to
remain silent as long as this decision
remains intact. I will not stand back
when the reputation of my
,organization is in jeopardy.
To the Editor:
I believe very strongly in truth and
After reading Dana Jenning's
iustice wbich was not at all evident at
column of things that won't be missed the meeting of the Board. In order for
by the former editor-in-chief, I feel · the M BG to back up their decision they
compelled to write a reply to what had to utilize the truth. My organizaseemed a hastily written, .. I'm sick of all tion TOSNOM was denied an office for
this so 111 get out while the getting is the fiscal year 1980-81.
good with my wit and wisdom last
The reasoning of the Board was(and
column."
·
still is) based on personal feelings
Having been a four-year member of relating to the organization's purpose.
The New Hampshire staff, and an The integrity of TOSNOM has been
associate of Jenning's, I feel his damaged and I plan to do all that is in
inclusion of Howie Pease in his list
my power to have this changed.
totally uncalled for and demonstrative!
I am not going to sit here and discuss
It would be tough to find anyone in rational solutions or bureauratic
the Durham area that has been of such
technicalities! I wish to make a stand
service in circulation of The New
once and for all for all that is righteous
Hampshire to downtown Durham and and important to the students of UNH.
the various administrative buildings on
The MBG's decision is just another
campus each Tuesday and Friday example of the administration's hold
during the school year than Howie.
over the students. The students should
Each Tuesday and Friday morning have control over their organizations
he takes up his vigil for the truck from , and their union. TOSNOM is an
the printers by the loading dock of the
organization for the students and
MUB to help unload the 11,000 printed
therefore shoul~ not be held back by
papers and carry the first bundle into the MBG.
the office. Like the postman, Howie
Unfortunately it seems that the only
waits outside no matter what elements way the board coi.:ld strengthen their
Mother Nature has decided to pelt our reasoning was to lie and remain totally
area with.
ignorant of the issues. The students
In fact, during last semester he was must search out the truth. TOSNOM is
going on vacation for a week to
working for you and needs your
Providence, RI and stopped in to
support.
remind us that he wouldn't be here so
"Seek ye the Truth and the Truth
we could make other arrangements.
shall set you Free."
How many reporters do that Dana
Jennings?
Patrice Gans
More suprising is that Jennings hits
TOSNOM/ president
Mr. Pease with an inked out slap in the
face forgetting himself how many
thankless hours The New Hampshire's
staff puts into printing a semi-weekly
paper that wins awards every year.
Jennings has served in almost every
editorial position possible on the paper To the Editor:
and written of subjects ranging from
To The MUB Board of Governors;
sports, theater reviews, to new briefs
Why in all their finite wisdom have
and student caucus meetings. He well the governors decided to put two given
knows the time and efforts put into
organizations in an ollice with M-IU
being a journalist are long and many.
other organizations rather than put one
As a writer and editor of the paper his
organization in this space and give the
works ate rewarded at the end of each
other two an office to deal out of, two
semester with a paycheck. Howie
for the space of one.
volunteers his hours and service. He
The governors have given the
gets no thanks, no paycheck from
Women's Center office space. This is all
A.S.0. at the end of the semester.
well and good, but why have the
Instead, he gets made a mockery of
governors chosen to put two
by a graduating senior, one that has
organizations with SAFC funding,
spent many hours in that hole called the
libraries and office equipment into an
MUB and originally volunteered his
office with the size of the one presently
service to the paper. Had you forgotten
held by the Center with all the other
about that aspect Dana Jennings? Me
organizations.
thinks you have.
TOSNOM and ISOS have been put
If anyone should know about
into the Common Office, which houses
unrecognized efforts, it should be
all the excess groups, and given a closet
Jennings, especially after finishing his
to put their libraries into, and their files
reign as editor-in-chief where night
may be put into the Student Activities
turns into day and the early hours are
office.
whittled away answering WHEB trivia
Mr. Sanborn, do you have to go
questions.
. down the hall for your library or into
If your column was wit and wisdom
someone else's office for your files?
from a soon-to-be alumnus, it didn't
The Women's Center has few assets,
show it. You need a lesson in humor
according to Mr. Sanborn, and as of
from Don Rickles!
Sunday, April 13, all these assets
How you could degrade Mr. Pease
belong to ISOS, so per Mr. Sanborn's
with such little time and effort as that
statement they have no assets. Why has
space-filling column provided is
an organization with no assets been
unthinkable in the mind of this four
given office space over two
year (going on the five year plan)
organizations with office equipment
staffer. You might better find a place in _ and money to buy more?

Howie

According to the governors tney
based their decision on past
performance. It is this same past
performance, or should I say lack of
performance, that caused the Center to
lose their funding in the first place.
TOSNOM has an excellent record of
past performance with over 17
programs open to the entire student
body over the past year. Governors I.
suggest that you come out of your
office and take a look at the past.performance you so blindly spoke of
Thursday.
There were two proposals given to
the governors on Thursday. One said
that TOSNOM and ISOS should be
given office 134 together. One office
with two organizations rather than
one.This was signed by Cheryl Brown,
SBP, Lynne Buldoc, VP, The other
organization presidents, and Jim
Donnelly, speaker of the Senate. This
was passed over quickly.
The second proposal was that
TOSNOM and ISOS be given the
Student Trustees Office as he will not
be here next year This was also passed
over with speed. It seems that the
governors had made up their minds
anc.J we were there as a rormamy.
In · closing I would like to ask the
governors, is it a common practice of
your group to give space to a bad
organization and would it have
happened if the group had· been
STVN or The Student Press·! And I
believe that Jim Connors should have
.answered Ruth's, the president of
ISOS, question, "How bad does an
organization have to get before they
lose their office space?"
Lloyd G. McCoubry, Jr.
TOSNOM/ Business Manager

CARP
To the Editor: .
In response to the letter you printed
in last Tuesday's (April 22) The New
Hampshire ·by CARP member Toby
Moroda: Ms. Moroda referred to Jesus
as "a teacher and religious leader" like
Martin Luther King , Galileo and other
'good men' she mentions.
This reference is characteristic of all
cult groups: it is a bland and palatable
description designed for people who
are confused about or who have
difficulty believing who Jesus is.
Since there is very little concrete
evidence· that Jesus ever existed-other
than the Bible, the shroud of Turin
(possibly) and a vague reference made
by Roman historian Josephus (54
A.D.)-we need not discuss His
•humanity.
What all cult 1;roups facilely ignore
or attempt to obfuscate is jbe major
claim of Jesus' divinity!
Jesus Christ is the Son of God, God
Incarnate! No less! Not all like, accept
or believe this claim but atheists and
believers alike acknowledge that this is
the claim made.
Jesus claimed to be the Son of God.
"The Way, The Truth and the Life ... "
No one comes to God (His Father) "but

by me."
crimes to which we have oeen
Rev. Moon has watered down this
accompli~e demand attention. We
claim by saying e.g. we're all sons of
must swallow our bloated national
God or by generalizing Jesus' divinity
pride and call for investigations into
by saying that all men are divine, etc.
the Shah, his money and US
The "corruption" of which Ms.
involvement. Continued negotiation is
Moroda speaks is Moon's use of the
the only way that an end to this
syllogism: Jesus was persecuted; Jesus
nightmare can be reached short of
was divine: Therefore those who are
tragedy; physical violence is just asking
presecuted are divine; Rev. Moon is
for more trouble.
persecuted therefore Rev. Moon is
Tom Whitney '80
divine.
The claim of Jesus Christ is a Divine
Mystery-complete with resurrection
from the dead-in the flesh! An
impossible claim that is impossible to
believe-without faith-a tough pill to
swallow no matter how one looks at it.
To the Editor:
In response to the article on the Little
Susan C. Herrick
Graduate Fellow in Sociology
Royal Livestock Show April 22, I'm
rather disgusted with the reporter's
portrayal of what a livestock show is all
about. It was obvious that she didn't
know what she was talking about.
First of all, the term "cow" was used
incorrectly. A cow is a female, and a
To the Editor:
bull or steer is a male. Dairy animals
As a longtime resident of Durham
produce milkers, while beef animals are
and a freshman this September, I can
brought to ·market for slaughtering.
only approve of the University
Therefore, beef cows along with bulls
"tudonb' do.,,truotion of tho filthy 5n:cn
tor steers) are used onJy tor meat
weed called grass. If anyone thinks
purposes. The article made it sound
about it a moment, he will instantly like only cows are used
for market.
• realize that whenever some innocent
Secondly, all the animals which are
walks near this grass on a supposedly - shown in the Livestock Show
are
safe path, he will always be in danger of judged on how well the showman
contracting an agonizing disease. This
prepared his animal for the show. Not
vegetation, the spawn of muck and
all show animals are wild. If they are
mud, must be permeated with bacteria
worked with correctly, they can be
laden grime!
surprisingly docile animals.
This is why I so heartily agree with
And no, cows are not gross! They're
those noble but unnanied stud~nt~ wthish~ just typical animals doing what is
are systematica~y eraa1~tmg
naturally done. What do you expect
plague. I believe that more students them to do, go to th_e rest rooms?
If a
should be organized into our campaign
person views any kind of animal in a
to remove this threat from campus by disgusted manner, he or she will
never
the time honored method.
get any enjoyment or satisfaction out of
I am certain that everybody will an experience with cattle or
any type
follow these few simple steps. To begin, animal in that matter. This aspect of
of
leave the prepared sidewalks under any _ the write-up was beyond importance.
··
pretense whatsoever, and make a
Why was only the milking contest
straight line for your goal. Then invite covered so well? Wow! They
won a dart
your friends and neighbors tQ do the
game and a stuffed duck! Who cares?
same, always along the same route.
She makes it sound like the whole day
Break down any barrier between you
was a big game. What about all the
and your path. Within months you 11 decent trophies, rosettes, and
pewter
have a beautiful beaten trail. And if cuos which were given away? I
feel this
you're lucky and convince enough
is of more importance than a couple of
people to use it, the University will bow
ridiculous toys.
to public opinion and cover the dirt and
I must give her credit in respect to the
·grass with a clean, natural, wholesome fact that, yes, the Little
Royal is to
slab of asphalt!
learn the care and management of
Need I say more? We have the certain types of animals, along
with
technology to cover the entire campus
personally getting to know a particular
with lovely, sterile concrete. Don't animal. Bu't, the show in itself
is not a
hesitate; do your part now! I urge you,
game. The participants put in many
don't use the sidewalks!
long hours of training and grooming
Nick Weber
their animals for the show. Yes, the
Durham show was also for enjoyment and
satisfaction, but it wasn't for fun and
games. - Cows have to be milked and
they know it! It's a relief for them to be
milked. This is just another natural
feeling which they must reliev_e.
To the Editor:
I was appalled, but not surprised, to
In conclusion, I hope that next year
hear of the attempted military rescue of the story is given to a reporter who is
the hostages in Iran. Such macho willing to spend a little more time to dig
foreign policy tactics can only bring us out the true meaning of the Little Royal
closer to worldwide destruction and Livestock Show. It's so important to
might have ended in tragedy for the the participants and the interes_ted
hostages.
readers.
· While we obviously cannot condone
Donna Janetos
such activities a~ taking h~stages_, theA participant in the Little Royal
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Arts & Features
•
Metamusic--serio us, contemplative music
By Tarron Estes
Doa, a musical duo, will perform
in the Strafford Room · at the
MUB, Wednesday, April 30, at 8
p.m. Tickets are $2.00 for students
and $3.00 general admission.
Do'a is an Arabic-Persian word
signifying a call to prayer,
meditation, chanting and worship.
Do'a is -also the name of a
.musical duo of Randy Armstrong
and Ken LaRoche, two young
men. who pl::iy two dozen
instruments that they use from
various countries.
They have produced two albums
on Philo, an alternative music
label. "Light Upon Light", their
first album, was produced in
October of 1978, and their second
album, "Ornament of Hope," was
recorded in March and A,pril of
1979 in North Ferrisburg,
Vermont.
These albums have sold out their
first printing and have just been
released in Brazil and have a very
good chance of being released soon
in Europe and Canada as well.
"The albums," Armstrong said,
"are doing very well for reeional

esoteric recordings. They are
esoteric because the music
stimulates the creative self," he
said.
The music on "Ornament of
Hope" can be classified in the
genre of metamusic, a newly
coneived musical term.
Metamusic denotes sounds that
produce a contemplative or trancelike state in the listener. This genre
is usually of an improvisional
nature, using subtle acoustic
instruments, often mixing the
tonal and textural sounds of
irn,u umenL:!> f1 um other counLries.

Vocals, like bird calls and
chanting, are used only as
background or accentual noise.
Do'a's music is of this flavor,
sharing similarities with Ravi
Shanker and the Eastern cult.
Like the avant garde
metamusicians Brain Eno, Philip
Glass, Oregon, Terry Riley, Steve
Reich, Jean Micheal Jarre, and
occasionally; David Bowie, Do'a
uses a technique called the "taring
effect."
"The laring effect," Armstrong
said, "is most effective when

DO'A, page 16

!){{J Rough Draft by Todd Balf

Do 'a recently performed at an outdoor concert at UNH. They will perform again Wednesday night in the MUB.
(Jonathan Blake photo)
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The saga of a long wail in a short line
It's midday and the line at the controller's
office traill1' out the doors of Thompson Hall.
Percival is in a semi-daze towards the end of the
line. Percival's eyes are staring directly at the
bu:radte of checks, and that is when the paranoia
begins.
He will read his number, his claim to
existence at UNH, and as usual it will not be in
the secretary's bundle of checks. It's a recurring
nightmare. An absent signature, a department
foul-up, a late time sheet all occur to Percival as
reasons for him missing his check for the
eleventh straight pay date.
The line is moving slowly, and the abnormally
warm weather seems to affect Percival's
conciousness. His eyes begin to cloud over and
his mind lapses into an overactive state.
A voice registers in the back of his mind.
"Number please."
"Hi, uh ... oh yeah ... 097 .. uh .. 31 ... 3473, thank
you." The check is delivered as soon as the
student utters the last number, and immediately
she readies herself for the next number.
Percival moves apprehensively to her desk.
Strangely ~ere is no line anymore.
.
Percival is somewhat tlustered, and he 1s
unable to draw forth any numbers from his
quivering lips. Meanwhile the secretary
impatiently fingers through the bundle. '?f
checks, handling the unmanageable load as if 1t
were a mere stack of cards.
In his efforts to try and remember the number
which he must have repeated a thousand times
before, he begins to tum various shades of red.
He seemed to know all the numbers, but for
some reason the order was a mystery. The
secretary's rhthym was ruined. She tried to ·
regroup by licking her fingers, but her
coordination was thrown off by Percival's
bumbling, and she succeeded in only smudging
the checks. She was losing her patience and
rightfully so.
Finally, Percival groped into his pocket and
d h.
rea
1s numb er, th·ts ti me read·1ng t·t correc tlY
from his ID.
,,
"Check next door it's not here, gasped the
weary secretary.
'
Percival shuddered, week number twelve he
told himself, but this time he was going to
challenge those people next door instead of
cowering away. The supreme challenge.

las~~b~~r:;i~~~~fd~~~~:.:e~l:~

money, I mean I could wait until nexfweek." In
acttiality Percival knew he did, two more weeks
of peanut butter andjelly sandwiches nauseated
him and his laundry had become lifelike in its
new stiff texture.
He stood at the door, his hand raised ready to
knock, but a wave of fear was overcoming him.
He had heard so many nightmarish stories about
the horror-filled confrontation with the Payroll
women.
Sweat eased down his brow as he knocked
meekly upon the large wooden door.
"Just a minute ... Okay come right in," said a
faint woman's voice.
He opened the door slowly, and immediately
was blinded by a spotlight. His guilt-ridden face
cringed under the light, and quickly a large lady
behind the desk was demanding to know his
social security number. His existence. Taken
behind the desk into a dark secluded room he
was frisked for any work-study checks, and then
thrown into a chair. Hewasruthlesslytheatened
with beatin~s by incorrectly filled out W-4fonns
if they didn t hear what they wanted to.
Moments later he signed hisiname toa roster.
Later he would realize this list curiously
contained the signatures ofwork-study students
which were never seen in line any more. He was
one of the marked work-study students.
It was apparent from the beginning that he
would suffer a torture common to work-study
malcontents. Percival would receive the
bureaucratic paper-shuffling treatment, the
scold-your-department lecture, and the always
popular pass-that-buck game. It was the wrong
day for Percival to step into the Payroll chamber.
The lady at the desk grumbled intimidatingly
taki
at the cowering Percival, seemingly
·ng
delight in his terror.
"I um, know I filled out my time sheet, b-b-bal th
but they don't have my check," said Perciv ' e
aspiring young librarian.
"Okay Percival, do von have a couple ofhours
"
while we check our liS ts , backup liS ts , computer
readouts,
and
the
Inter-collegiate
.
H
. ·?" Work-Study
k d th
1
o~ce !n Honolu u,
awan
as e
e
smckenng secretary.
"Bu.t I can't ~a-wa~~ait two hours .. I have a
cl~ss m two ~!nutes, protested Percival~, •
'You what? screamed the. secretary. Look
buster, we have hundreds of kids to take care of,
and...u~. wait a. se.cond .dear. p~rcival dear,

said.
Percival realized his menial job of stacking
books in the library was not the most acclaimed
1Jfjobs, but he had really thought he existed until
now. Their flawlessly compiled lists and
personable IBM computers convinced him that
he did not.
"No Percival, by our records at the work-study
office you don't exist in our program, but you can
check with the Executive Associate to the
' Assistant coordinator of the Interscholastic
Funding Program ifyou wish, and then ifhe can't
help you, there's always the Assistant
Supervisor in charge of overseeing the
coordination of our Student Non-Existence
Fund."
Percival was then handed a list of prospective
non-decision makers who would effectively
delay his case for months, years, possibly
decades. Percival was nearly a broken man.
When the secretary turned to talk to her
supervisor, Percival knew it was his only chance
for escape. He rose quietly and was almost out
the door when the ctoor slammed shut and the
room turned black. It was then that the dazzling
array oflights and the crazed chants ofthe payroll
women began. The words, inaudible at first,
slowly became distinguishable and that is when
Percival felt a jolt come up and pierce his heart.
They repeated the words "No more advances,
No more advances," in a painfully slow tone of
voice. The ritual before Percival became even
more bizarre as the payroll women flaunted a
procession of crossed-out W-4 forms, null and
void time sheets, assistant controller memo's
castigating the v~ous departments, and further
memos rang1ng from the office's proposed new
curtain rods to future plans for coordinated hair
ribbons in Percival's ghostly white face.
The women continued to chant, building up to
dbl fr
"N d
N d
an incre i e enzy, 0 a vances, 0 a vances,
NO, NO, NOOI
.
"Excuse me, your number... your social
b
1
H
·n
b dy
security num er P ease.
ey, wi some 0
wake this guy up?"
Percival looked ahead and jumped at the sight
of the secretary handing out the ch eck s.
"Excuse me, I'm waiting, what is your
number9"
"Oh yeah right..uh 015-52-0375," said the
confused Percival.
"Here you are," said the secretary matter of
£ tl
a~'tih, thank you," said Percival, as he walked
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Punk: a past, presen t, and future perspe ctive
By Tarron Estes
"Most of what is . presently
happening that is new, provocative
and engaging in politics,
education, the arts, and social
relations is the creation either of
youth, who are profoundly, even
fanatically, alienated from the
parental generation or those who
address themselves primarily to
the young."
Thedore Rosak from

'The Making of a Counter Culture
1968
Punk rock, or New Wave as it is
now called, is a general term for the
counter culture of music, fashion,
entertainment, and a new literary
genre spreading throughout
American cities today.
This counter culture, which is
now an industry, began in London,
England, in the early 1970's. By the
summer of 1977, punk. was
receiving vile reviews from
traditional media sources who saw
punk as it wanted to be seen: as a
threat to the status quo.
In fact, some believe that punk
had only one _criterion, "Does it
threaten the status quo?"
Punk is an attitude, a
revolution, an open degradation
pointing to the downfall of morals
and values cherished by what the
older generation knows as "the
American way of life." ·
In its original conception, its
purpose· stemmed from London's
youth who rebelled and created
what was called a "proletariat
revolt."
This revolt lashed out against
what Theodore Rosak, in his book

- so met hi n g or someone
worthless or inferior
-nonsense or bunkum
-a petty criminal
-a stupid, naive, or foolish
person
-a jerk
-an untrained circus elephant.
Punk is a disquieting look which
says that the status quo is
something that can and should be
changed. It is a style which mocks
t.he characters of men wearing
Brooks Brothers suits. It is the
color of blood on ashes.
It is generated from aggressive
music, in dance clubs with names
like "Spit" of Boston, and in dirt
magazines called "Fanzines."
Fanzines are a new literary genre
'that carry punk's true voice. They
are punk's creation of media
control.
"Fanzines" (Fan Magazines)

punk as a "weird and undefinable ·
phenomenon."
"Co-Evolution," a progressive
journal, in its winter '79-'80 edition
gives Punk validity as a movement
in its own right. "Because so much
of youth today is participating in
the music, look, and attitude," it
said, "punk should be seriously
evaluated by the public. Or at least
the more conservative public needs
to be informed."
Punk is stark in its rejection of
tradition. It is realistic in its
expression of a fastly growing
minority of youths' attitudes about
religion which they✓ feel stifles, an
older generation's twisted and
useless romanticism, and a
destructive, manipulative society
which has handed them lies.
Punk is open and honest when
dealing with personal issues, as in
their lyrics that discuss sex, drugs,
d11; ..tlcitc wil'1ly iu mcijo1 U.S. i;;itic:,
aepression, rejection, and f1cc'10111
today, especially in New York, at any cost.
Boston, and Los Angeles. Titles
The music is sharp and tensesuch as "Wet," "Slash," "Subway abrupt. The lyrics are full of spite
News," and "Meloday Maker"-a and a sound that is harsh. They tell
U.K. publication--appear at the story of pain and frustration
newstands alongside "Life," inflicted on them by a mechanistic
"Esquire," "The New York s~,.~t_y too big to overco~e.
Times," and the "Washington
These tunes are of short
Post."
duration and are repetitiously
Articles in these magazines are constructed to get punk's point
read ritualistically by punks. They across. The music is loud and
depict the story and character of overbearing, highly technical in its
the punk way of life. Whereas organization like the society it is up
articles written in traditional against.
r--_m_e_d_ia_._so_u_r_c_e_s_u_su_a_l....;ly;,___d_es_c_r_ib_e_ _....;N:..;.=.a:.:.m:.::e:.:.s..:o:.:f..L:;;.:;:;.:...;;,.=.:.:.:.:...:.:.:.:_;__:.~

The Making of a Counter Culture,
calls technocracy.
Technocracy is a term created of
two words, technology and
democracy. Technocracy is the
manipulative power which by its
own nature defies individuality
and creativity.
Technocracy is the organized
and integrated force which
represses the creation of the self,
romanticism, originality and,
instead, offers a pre-conceived and
manufactured way to live.
It builds a society which is massproduced. It is consumptive and
absorbent. It has the ability to
geperate submission and weaken
the rationality of protest.
This absorbent power has
consumed and popularized, to the
point of cliche, the origina-1
struggle of punk.
Punk began as a revolt against
big money and industry. Its
purpose has been weakened and
lost in the industrv's oower to
possess it and sell it to aimless faces
who never knew its meaning or
from where it came.
Punk, an English phenomenon,
has been described as many things.
Although the origin of the name
punk is unknown, many believe
that it came from the word funk or
spunk.
It has been called:
Johnny Rotten (left) and now deceased Sid Vicious (right), memben of
-a composition that wili . the austere Sex Pistols, chat with an English bobby.
smoulder when ignited
'-----------------------------'

1n111ctors, 1 he Shts, Pearl Harbor
and the Explosions, The Dictators,
Death Leopard, The Dead
Kennedys, The B-52's, 1994,
Flying Lizzards, Lou Miami and
the Cosmetics, Sex Pistols,
Unnat'ural Axe, The Vibrators,
Martha and the Muffins, Nash the
Slash, Bruce Wooley, and the
Camera Club all speak for
themselves.
Songs like "The Worker," from
Fisher-Z, "Young and Russian,"
by the Korgis, "Man in the
Middle," "California,". and
' 'Walking in the Rain," by Flash
and the Pan depict the fate of life in
the working class and the doom of
technological destruction. These
groups are also representative of a
genre of punk called "Commie
Rock."

everyone whether they understand
it ·or not.
Vibbret says that New Wave is
as "American as rusted out c8rs on
'cinderblocks. When equipment
gets worn down, Americans don't
fix it. They go out and get new
equipment. New Wave works on
expanding technology," he said.
Our old standard rock-and-roll
is that rusted out piece of
equipment that infiltrated and
became part of the masses. Now
New Wave is peppering Americans
with its sarcasm, aggresion, its
songs which cater to people with
short attention spans, who need
energy quickly, whq can enjoy a
r~cord that is on the averag~f
three minutes long. ·
\Yith information like this we

New Wave is as
America n as rusted out
cars on cinderblo cks
In an interview with Gates at
"Spit," Boston's top punk dance
club, he said, "Punk -is dying in
London. But those who still live it
take their lifestyle more seriously.
It's an industry in America. I bet
you could ·a sk anybody who claims
to be punk what it means and they
~ouldn 't know. Everybody's doing
1t~ and I am too. But I want to go
back !O London where the punk
scene 1s real, even though it's dying
there. Something is happening
there, in London. Something new
is coming on," he said.
In an article for "The Boston
Globe Magazine," March 2, 1980,
: Spencer Vibbret wrote about the
industry of punk and the different
kinds of people who dabble in it.
He sees punk as an already cliche,
though new American way of life.
"In Boston," Vibbret wrote,
"there are two audiences for New
Wave (or punk). There are those
who live it and those who are
amused by it," he said.
"In the first group, are high
school kids with phony ID's, fan
magazines, favori_te performers
who are very serious about the
importance of their generation. In
the second are the graduate
students, record producers, club
owners, store operators, who find
the whole thing amusing and/ or
profitabl_e ," he said.
_"The first group is inarticulate,
angry, proud. The second, bored,
slightly jaded, envious. It seems as
if those in this first group have
nothing but this costume and
adopted attitude which is
important to them because it is all
they've got," he said.
"The second group is distanced
from it, they don't really claim it,
but get their kicks from it and
profit from it in a safe and glorified
way," he said.. So industry has monopolized
punk. made it available to

can see the actual creation andl
coming demise of a movement that
has come full circle in a period less
th~n a decade long.

1

We can see the power of industry
to mass produce a look which
regulates and forms the character .
of youth in society. One wonders
what can happen next. One
wonders how long this revolution
will last in an America that is said
to be losing its position as the
world's economic leader.
How long will it take before
punk is let to rust away on discount
racks of discontinued items on
shelfs? What will replace it?
Perhaps a more productive
revolution, one that will come up
with answers instead of simply a
voice that we can hear in song.
Maybe punk is the first in a series
of phases that will lead the 80's into
a decade of revising the
technocracy that would determine
our existence.

Like most revolutions, punk
existed in a radical stage at first
and is still throbbing a fast
staccato. If and when it simmers to
a mellow pianissimo, the status
quo's rejection of it may have worn
off. In between, maybe the two
factions can work together and
something will change.
But maybe not. Punk is
entertainment an an escape,
luxuries of our society which qave
always been. Unless someone gets
serious, the next .phase could be
just another cliche that
technocracy can cash in on.
The cycle will continue.
Something new will cover the
traces of punk, and we11 all be
piled under heaps of LP's, makeup
_and · rust. But, what the hell,
maybe everyone has to have a
phase to cash in on.

From · Berlin to Broad way to Portsm outh
By Sza Cornelius
It is in vogue nowadays to take a
Broadway composer's music and
make a review out of it. They have
done it to Stephen Sondheim and
Stephen Schwartz. The latest to
make the review list is Kurt Weill
with Theatre By the Sea's
production of "From Berlin to
Broadway with Kurt Weill."
Weill may not be all that wellknown, but his songs are. His
credits include "The Threepenny
Opera," "One Touch of Venus,"
and "Street Scene." His lyricists
were some of the tops in the
business; Bertolt Brecht, Ogden
Nash, Ira Gershwin, Alan Jay

Lerner and Langston Hughes.
Weill's music depicts the
changing lifestyles of Nazi
Germany to capitalist America.
The man wrote with passion and
intelligence. He helped develop the
musical theater--along with
Rodgers and Hammerstein-into a
cohesive art form, innovative in his
day by combining-t,ook, song, and
lyrics.
Thus Weill's life is worthy of a
review heralding his work. TBS 's
review of Kurt Weill was not
worthy of the man. The cast of five
faithfully recreated the mood of
smoke-filled cabarets in Berlin;
and lazy, hot summer days in

Manhatten, but failed to capture
the passion of Weill's songs.
The five performers failed as a
whole to generate the extreme and
lusty emotion which made this
man's music most effective.
Individually, two of the cast
members managed to draw tis in
emotionally, but the other three
dragged down the pace and energy.
Reviews with small casts are
marred by the fact that they must
maintain energy throughout the
show with only the music and
themselves to rely on to keep the
pace exciting. The music was
reliable in "From Berlin to
Broadway," the cast wasn't.

The uneven lewis of each
performer was obvious. Michael
Davis was adequate as the
unpretentious Weill, the narrator
of the review. His troupe of actors,
"the quartet," consisted of two
females and two males. Two
sparked. Two faded into the
smoke-filled , ca bare t-fiHed
atmosphere.
Claudine Cassan was the
highlight of the show. She was a
most effective whiskey-voiced
pro_st_itute, total_ly recreating
Weill s sleazy Berlin days with an
impassioned version of "Surabaya
Johnny." She alone captured
Weill's fervency in song and life.

Karl Heist maintained a steady
chiseled quality throughout the
show. The other two cast members
slowed the pace and created no
likable identity. One thought of a
matron just going through the
motions.
A review must rely on a steady
balance of individuals to keep the
show exciting. Instead of unified
quadruples carrying the show,
TBS fea tured a set of charismatic
twins and another set of clones.
Often even the narrator was lost.
If one can overlook the
imbalances, _ the show's setting,
mood, and music is well worth
experiencing.
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COME ON DOWN
TO THE

IMPROPER BOSTONIAN/GROGGERY
ENJOY CAPE COD'S FINEST "HAPPY HOUR" ENTERTAINMENT
GROGGERY

IMPROPER BOSTONIAN

'fALK OF THE TOWN
CLOSED TUES. EVES.
CLOSED TIL JULY 4
GOLDEN JOE BAKER·
TALK OF THE TOWN

MON. MICHAEL JACKSON
TUES. GORDIE MILNE
WED. TWO WAY STREET
THURS. TWO WAY STREET
FRI. TWO WAY STREET
SAT. JIM PLUNKETT (HAPPY HOUR)
BILLY WHYTE/ MIKE SULLIVAN (EVE.)
SUN. JIM PLUNKETT (HAPPY HOUR)
MOXIE (EVE)

J.D., BILLY AND KEN
CLOSED SUN. EVES.

FEATURING EVENING COCKTAIL SPECIALS MON. THRU THURS.

ROUTE 28 DENNISPORT, MASS.

The New Hampshire needs an ads associate.
Come to Room 151 in the MUB
· Do 'a to perform at UNH

A_p_ril 30

TOM CHANDLER
(folk)

·BEN BALnwltl&

1t1'IE BIG NOTES

(swing, r & b, be-bop, oldies)

DO'A
continued from page 14
all the same sound that it started
creating a certain type of mood. It
~
is used a lot in the musical scoring from.
"Do 'a uses this effect,"
of films." Which, by the way, Do 'a
Armstrong said. "Its like primary
· is working on.
colors blending together to get
Laring is what happens when on
particular sound is brought into · secondary ones. Laring is achieved
the foreground and then "comes with rhythm and tonality. This is
how Do'a gets its color. We blend
out." ("Come Out", coincidently,
is a title given to a purposefully over tow dozen instruments in our
repetitous piece of music written concerts," he said.
Do'a is an ensemble that uses the
by Steve Reich.)
When this particular sound earth's cultural heritage and the
comes out, other sounds and . influence of writings of the Baba 'i
· 1nstruments in the background are faith to produce an inspirational
musical experience.
shadowed, but not lost.
They have travelled as far East
Then this accentuated sound
will almost naturally ·fade away, as Isreal, and have studied with
giving rise to other sounds which Eastern musicians in Boston. The
lead until they blend into use of a variety of instruments in
something else. Then the same their arrangements which are.
seldom used in the more familiar
thing happens again.
Laring is sort of like a rou.nq , genre · of rock-and-roll serves to
where the same verses get repe"ted take the listener someplace we may
by different voices. The differet1~e never have been.
For instance, Do'a may use the
is that the final result may be not

Ma_y4

MADIGAN

Student's Rental

(rock, oldies)
M.llce your r,~~::rvations anytime
for lunch & dinner & join
us ~t the

_HOOK ._&· LADDER LOUNGE
Orchard St.

749--36-36 -0over.

N.H ..

Luxury Apartment in Dover. Close to the
Hospital. 2 large rooms. Study room, kitchen,
and full.bath . Wall to wall carpeting. Larg
.backyard. Parking off street. for 2 or 3 persons.
$2,250 per semester. For appointment call 868-5542. Ask for Nick.

following instruments in many
different combinations to produce
an inspirational effect:
-apple log M'bira
-Haitian wood-block
-castanet .
-Moroccan clay drums
-concert flute
-sitar tablas
-Tibetan ting-shaw
-rosewood xylaphones
-alto Kalimba
-bell tree
-dkakabellas
-Cameroonian shakers
-Krishna bamboo flute
-double recorder
Do 'a, for the last four years, has
been funded by grants from the
New Hampshire Commission of
the Arts and The National
Endowment of the Arts as well as
from Members of the New
England Touring Program which
is supported by six New England
States.
They are currently comissioned
by the Arizona Council of the Arts
to do a tour of the state, after
which they will do a cross-country
tour, ending in California.
Do'a has played in New York,
New Jersey, Washington, D.C. at
John Hopkins University, and at
George Washington University.
The have had tremendous reviews
in the Boston Globe, Sweet Potato
Magazine , and the Arkansas
r.~7ette.
For some unique metamusic,
come see Do'a Wednesday night in
the Strafford Room of the MUB .
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PROFESSIONAL TYPING.
For Information call (603) )332-7197

rules
LET US ENTERTAIN YOUI

Ineri t

9:00-5:00

or Write C.A. Clark
16 Hope Drive
Rochester N.H. 03867
(can pick up and dellver)

LUCIE THERRIEN
Folk and Contemp orary
Wednesday, April 30

COURT
continued from page 2

CHARLIE JENNISON
Jazz
Thursday, May 1

"The decisio-n takes the power of
dealing with pay increases out of
the Trustees' hands," Grant said .
"The Trustees have always decided
upon pay increases this way."
Grant pointed out however that
the Trustees agreed to establish a
seven percent across the board pay
increase as a cost of living increase
for the 1979-80 fiscal year, this was
due to the sharp rise in the cost of

LYNN FORMICA QUARTET
Jazz
Friday, May 2
8:30 p.m. until closing

WILD WOO D LOUNGE

li"ing last year.

With the money saved by an
employmen t cutback of one
percent, Grant said, the Trustees
have also given out merit increases
for 79-80.
According to Grant the
University System has 10 days
from the decision last Wednesday
to apply for a rehearing in front tbe
Supreme Court. If the decision
stands, there are still many
questions in interpretin g its
consequences, according to both
sides.
Louis H uu,>n, professor of
French and an opponent of all
merit increases, said, "The
University has always behaved as
outlaws. I'm very happy the court
has made them obey th( ·law like
everyone else." everyone else."
Hudon said the decision would
be a good thing for the University
if they can digest it.
Hudon said there wasn't enough
money to go around and merif
increases, "by definition''. ·reward
mediocrity.
"They (merit raises) a r ·~
rewards," Hudon said . "You :·En :1
rat and if he does what you want, ·
he gets a pebble or whatever."
The Supreme Court decisior.
was unanimous.
"Nothing on the face of this
statute indicates a legislative intent
that the funds appropriatf were to
be used for anything but a seven
percent increase for all system
employees," the Court said.
Some legislators who cosponsored the bill testified for the
University System.

I-

I
II

WANTED: Writer/editor quallfled for work-study funding
to work on UNH publlcatlo ns ror the summer. Beginning
June I, pay $3.25 to 3.50/hour to start, commens urate
with experienc e.

New England Center
Strafford Avenue
Durham, N.H.

Person wlll work June 1 to July 15 on the UNH Annual
Report for the Developm ent Office, and wlll spend the
balance of the summer working on a variety of publlcatlons under editors ay the UNH Publlcatlons Office.
so·und research and Interviewi ng skills expected .
Send resule and samples of your work to BIii Burtis,
-senior editor, UNH Publlcatlons, Schofield House. Call
2-1464 for further Informatio n.

I UCL A Summer Sessions 1980...
• If your're looking to
accelerat e progress toward
graduatio n

• If you missed a class
because of schedulin g
problems
• If you're looking for a
change in academic
environm ent

Plan your Summe r
Study
Program at UCLA
j

First Session
June 23-Augus t 1
Second Session
August 4-Septem ber 12

Whatever your reasons for
Summer Sessions study, you
can choose from 400 courses
in a wide spectrum of
academic disciplin eseverything from African
Languages to Theater Arts,
with more than 40 other fields
of study in between.
Summer Sessions courses are
open to all college students.
Most classes are small,
allowing you more time to talk
with faculty and other
students. During leisure hours,
you can enjoy UCLA's many
recreation al facilities and
cultural events as well as the
summertim e attraction s of
Southern California.

Among the Special Summer
Programs are:
• Fiber Structures • Dance in
Africa • Exposition • Man
and the Earth • Ecosystem •
Contempo rary Dance •
Manageri al Model Building •
American Popular Music •
Special Studies in
Internatio nal Relations
For your free copy of the 1 980
catalog, wri~e to:
Office of Summe~ Sessions, UCLA
Department UNH
1254 Murphy Hall
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(21 3) 825-641 0, 825-8355

-CINEMACOUPON-,
us

I
1
WORTH
,
TOWARD
THE PURCHASE OF ONE ADULT TICKET ... I
COME LOOK

OVER .

s2.oo

I

Good only May 4-5-6-7 & 8

J

1-- - - - - ~ -----------·
Now 6:50
&9:00
"Once again adults can enjoy

a /flm for and about adults.''

:{ r! ~
Now6:30&
9:00
Fri & Sat Prices

A_D ULTS St50
FAMILY 53.00 _
17 ,.~ N D U N DER S1. 00
Sun - Thurs Prices

$. 75

Jomes
Caon
Marsha
Mason

Family

$1. 50 ·

A SERVICE OF THE UNH BOOKSTORE

MUB
COO S - CHE SHI RE ROO M
MO N-F RI MAY 12-1 6
9=00 - 400
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Tr8ckwo1nen
k~y on NE's

.~ by John Frazier

Moosh Mind

IT

continued from page 23

Qtt \,.f cLL l
WAS BouNP iU H~Pf-'€11

The team takes to the road again
tomorrow. They'll be at Bowdoin ·
to meet Colby, Bates, UMaine and
Bowdoin.
"Right now we're really keyed in
on the New Englands" said
Krueger. ~•we have nine qualifiers
in ten events at this point and we11
see what happens Wednesday."

SOMETIME.

Iranians

L

IRANIANS
continued from page 1
This is referred to as Duration
Status.
"But now the whole thing is
intricately involved with the
political situation. Now that we're
in a quasi-state of war, citizens
hecome resoonsible for their .
country. If there is a fresh, strong
confrontation between our Lwu
countries we can't have large
numbers of aliens in our country
who are unaffected," Pappas said.
Pappas predicts that the
Duration Status will "die out" in
May or June, and foreigners will
have to renew their status yearly.
Under the present Duration Status
system there is no way of knowing
how many aliens are in the U.S. or
where they are," Pappas
explained.
"This is the situation now," said
Pappas, "there is no way to predict
what direction it will take. I
assume it will change.",

-------------. by Craig White

State

£)Cc.use me .aren't 40u ~o ? t>on'i ~Dustadn thdtcar- Sure;t r~ it.all,thet'ameo Wow ,thes-tor ~ Uoooesdalef
11
~avor-i+e car+oon. Can I rave l}OU\ auto~@ph1
Uh ~e.s, tro Ro~. toon .in the. newham hir1'l I +-'s m~
'f\ev er m~ss ito
Star t ques-, 4ou
o

could say thato
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by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
THE FOINT I /.UANT 70 MAKE
Hf;/?& l'3 THAT I 7HINK IT'5
11ME WE Plff BEHINO VS 7Hc
! llSCJ?P){TEP ffJ/JC/ES OF FWHAN/JWlS! - ~o

Hey Gallo you wimp-gonna die this summergonna die next year-look forward to It. the
llallan Stallion may .be out to pasture but no
dlsa~polntment. Thanx for the single (I did
~ ~J~,!~~!.~~~ber the good times.
ATTENTION SOPHOMORE NURSING STUDENTS:
Your nursing uniform can be picked up at
the Nursing Office (DeMerrlt House) Bring IDs
and receipts. Tuesday, April 29th Is the day
to pick them up.
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Speclal thanks to the student body for chipping In on Colleens's wedding present.
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Betsy B.•Congratulatlons on becoming a
sister! You finally made It. I had so much fun
being your "mom" and you were the best
"daughter"! The good times and memories
have Just begun at Chi O... Love ya, Inger
4/29

The Durham Infant Center wlll be having an
Open House on Saturday, May 3 from f0-3.
Parents and others Interested In quality,
reliable care for children from 6 weeks to 3
years are Invited to attend. Registration for
summer and fall wlll be accepted. 5/2
Too all Commlnlcatlon MaJors/Mlnors,
Faculty and Spouses: On May Ith, Thursday
at 12:30 at the New England Center there
wlll be a luncheon buffet for our Communication Department. The cost Is $5.75
per person. Sign up and pay In the Communication's Office through May 6th. 5/6
Hey Baby Baby Does .It have to be Maybe
maybe? 4'/229
The moon will rise. The moon will shine. J.D.
why don't you behave yourself this time 4129
- Buy tickets nowl For the Viking Queen
Cruise. Sunday May 4, 8·12 p.m. dancing.
hors d'oerves and cash bar. Buses leave
quad at 6:30. All Invited! Buy tickets at
Devine Desk, $7.00 per person. Sponsored
by Randall Hall. 5/2
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Spectacular Prices!!
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Large BalesJute
2 for 85.00

Burnt Wood Beads
up to 40 percent off

( colors & natural)

Stained & Natural
Large Holes
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THE OUTBACK
44 Main St.

Durham

Howdy She-. don't do anything rash to your
hair, nor you Margie. May catch ya this

summar rnv nntn,., 111111 hA roomlna frnm

swamp to swamp looking for frogs. I hate._
socks that stare at me but I love you. 202
next year? Me 4/29
RECYCLE all your glass and newspapers
before moving ouf for the Summer. We
need the carticlcatlon of AVArv hvnu,,. .. _,
for recycling to work,.aUttl~_e_f!9J!.f!!)..ffi,a..}9.!,
of people. Save a bottle .. .todayl Call 8621744 for more Info. 5/6

We're looking for energetic and ·
ambitious people to work at a
recreational facility in Southern
New Hampshire. Positions available
in pool, gym, out door, craftsroom
and more!! Work-study. Contact
·Mr. Skanes at 883-0523

-"""UTREACH
COUNSELING
SERVICES

A private local agency
prQviding professional help.

Relationship Problems
Assertiveness
Sexuality
Depression
Parent-Child Problems
Career Decisions

Nancy Webb, M. Ed~
Duane.Karlen, M. Ed.
.20 Madbury Rd .• Durham
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. Ti-t'E NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 1980
One female roommate needed tor 2
bedroom apt. on Main Street In Durham
June through May. Great location. Contact
Cindy, Fran. or Yvonne at 868-9705 or 8622161. 5/6
Responsible Incoming student with
adorable well trained medium sized dow ,
wishes to find housing for fall semester In
Durham. would like housemates but prefer
own room Call or write Steve Patterson, 212
Carriage Drive, Middlebury Connecticut
06762, (203) 758-8124 leollectl 5/6
Summer Sublet • (Durham) •·Garrison Ave.
Very convenient for classes and work.
Parking lot avallable. Two bedrooms, a
large walk-In storage closet, a full kitchen
and a nice living room. Room for up to 4
people. Price neg. For Info call Cindy K. at
"68-9711 512
Summer Sublet • Crescent House. 1 bdrm,
furn., w/w carpeting. Good size tor 2
people! Great location (on Madbury Rd.
behind TKE)II Rent neaot.l Call 868-2291.
Apartment for sublet (with fall option) 2
bedrooms, fully carpeted, kitchen, living
room on Karl-van rt. 4 miles off campus-pool
prlveledges-call 749-4565 early l"l)Ornlngs or
late evenlnas. Ask for Katie/ Alison 5/2
Summer Rentals, Durham. Efficiencies and 2
bdrm opts. Furnished w/utllltles and parking.
Avallable June 1 • Aug 15. Contact White Enterorlses. TAI. 868-2192 !M-F 8-515/2 ___
Summer Sublet • Beginning end or M.. 1 ,o
Beginning of September. Fully furnished,
stereo, color TV, Bedroom, llvlng room, Kitchen, Bath. If Interested Call Eric, 868-1392.
Room avallable for one o~ two females In a
fully furnlthod nr>t In d«>vor IC. von, noar
stores, good location washer/dryer. Avail.
May 19 • Auf. 31. $ 230 plus utilities for entire
summer! Call Liz at 749-1842 or 862-1837 5/2
Apartment for summer sublet. Red towers.
Furnished, 2 bedrooms, large llvlngroom
and fireplace. Beautiful bay window. porch, kitchen, and bath. Rent Is negotiable.
call Charlene 868-1512 (This Is the correct
phone numberl) or Nancy or Jaynl at 2·
1837. Please leave a messaae. 5/2
Summer sublet • Webster House, Madbury
Rd. · great location In town, near Main
Street. Spacious sunny apt., wall to wall
carpeting, 2 large bedrooms, large kitchen
& llvlngroom. Accomodates 4 people
easily, Rent $440 per month, heat Included.
Call 868-5296 anvtlme. 5/2
Durham Summer Sublet, triple occupancy, 2
bedroom apartment. Large living room with
fireplace, kitchen and tun bath. $400/month
Includes all utllltles. Very close to campus
and orlvate parking. Call 868-1301 5/2
Summer Sublet-Olde Madbury Lane. 2
bedrooms W/W carpeting. Semi furnished.
telephone, Beside swimming pool. Rent
$250 and utllltles. Contact Manu 742-4524
Summer Sublet. Red Towers~ $332.00 mo.
negoflable. Huge for two or three people
furnished. avallable May 15. Must be seen .
to be appreciated. Cindy or Karoline 8681300. 51/22.
FOR RENT-Fc,rm house apt. summer sublet.
Two and a half miles hom Durham Center
on Karlvan rte. Call 659-2594. 41/229 .
Summer Sublet-Dover. Central Location on
Karl-Van route-partially furnished. 3
bedrooms. $240 mo. plus electricity. Call
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Class Ads

Wanted: Japanese Youth Exchange Coor- .. Happy Birthday Energettcl 4/29
dinator. Parf-ttme (Aprll 15 to August 30) Approx. 200 hours; some full cfays, some
!Karen• Kelly· Well If WIiiy 10 could have
weekends. Participants wlll be In this area
bub.a we'd be the bubblestt Can't say we
For sale: 1973 Ford Galaxy station wagon.
Working Couple looking for one or two
from July 24 to August 24. Knowledge of
haven't
had fun and God knows I'll miss you
Asking $750 butwI1l negotiate. 749-2473.
bedroom opt. or house lo rent In Durham
Japanese language and customs helpful.
guys next year- but remember!- R.A.'s need
Dover, or Portsmouth area. large kitchen
High
level communication skllls needed
For Sol•1973 Green Ford Galaxy Wagon.
fove
tool
Smell, I'll see you this summer •
would be nice-also some yard. Call Liz 868along with organizational and planning
Excellent Condition. Asking $750 but willing
Kar, hope to see you too. Thanx for this year2474 after 4:30. Would like as soon as
skllls. Typing and bookkeeping skllla
to negotiate. 749.2473 4/29
you've been greatl-Love, Jokes,• Roses-B.J.
possible. 4129.
needed. Musf provide own tranaportatlon.
WANTED: One Pledge Dance Date. Should
$4.00/hr. Contact Dr. Richard L. Barker, 862·
For Sale-1971 MG Midget only 55,000 miles,
have long blonde ha a red car, and be
Female grad. student needs sunny room In
2480 before 2 May 1980.4/29
new brakes and paint Job. Engine Jsut
willing
house or apt. wl or without roommates
to party all m ht. Please contact
overhauled. Asking $1300. Call 659·
SUMMER WORK· UNH Wlldllfe Faelllty. Animal
ASAPlhurston.
approximately $100/month-for semester.
4/29
3973(after 5)
Caretakers, malntenanc•car pentry. painCall evenings 742-7862
ting, ete.;fleld research 40hr/wk. Work stuc:IY
To
my
Tacky
Family:
Thanks so much for the
For Sale-1972 Flat 850 sport spider 2-seat
preferred: or. Martz Rm. 3 Pattee Hall 862·
Summer Sublet at Webster House; fully fur•
best birthday. The hunt was great, breakfast
convertible, 45,000 miles 30 mpg.NO rust.
was unusua and the roses were fantastic;
nlshed, large kitchen, living room, 2
•nnn ""'"·
asking $650. Call 868-1308 or stop by 38
Help wanted-work study to work as a Even If It wasn't my birthday! I love
bedrooms, sundeck, excellent location,
you guys
Young Drive 5/2
clerk/receptionist In the New England Cen- so muchl Thanks D.H.M. ICherrv Trees
perfect for 3 or more. rent negotiable. Call
Unltell
ter Admlnlst. Bulleting tor the month of July,
for more detollst Bruce, Curt, or Dennis at
For Sole-4973 VW Beetle, body In very good
FEMALE
CONTESTANTS
WANTED:
$100
CASH
Hours
are
8:00-4:30
Monday thru Friday. Job Prize CALL 862-1290.
868-9833 5/2
condition, steel belted radials, rebuilt
Includes answering telephones, sorting
engine w/13,000 miles. Pioneer FM-Cassete
mall,
some
bookkeepplng.
Call Janet Doty To Dawn P. You are the BEST
Summer Sublet-Durham. A double room on
stero. $1500 or thereabouts. Call Rob 759·
,.. U,'>.40nn A/'>R
BIG Slsl Thanks
Oyrter River rood. Cool and quiet, big living
O!'i704/25
Interviewing for September 1980.Work-: lor your support! Congrats on the
room, kitchen, bathroom, garage space,
engagement!
I
love
yal
Deb
4129
Honda 750 Four-K 1977 Good Condition Call
study positions are avallable for students Inparking space and on Oyster River!
753-4086 after 4 p.m. Weekdays. wlll ~o:Jke.
terested In peer counseling. Job entails
Avolloble Mid-Moy thru August. Call 868bast otter. 412A
working on Individual basis with students, To Sl/sle and Nordman-Congra tulatlonsl
5207 Rent negotiable. 5/2
developing their study skllls and helping Thanks for Including me In your blgl Get
For Sale • 1976 Kawasake KH-500, 8,000
them gain confidence In being students. psyched for Augusl '82. You guys make
miles, new tires, 2-stroke, 3-cyllnder, very
Summer Sublet with fall option. Olde MadStaff
quick.
development and skllls training will areat roomlesl Love. Deb
Asking
$950.
Call
868-1308
or
stop
by
bury Lane opts. Dover. On KarlVon route.
+,..1,.- nlnea In i;aotember. Interested? Call Maureen, Happy 19th Birthday. We hope
38 Vouna Dr. for last drive. 4/29
Pool facilities. Two bedrooms. $250 monthly.
8
-l~:~t9!_
~ -~r~p by Stoke Room, 35e' 515 , you have a super day. FROM: The MUB
Samoyed
pup-Not
yet born, due In 2nd
Coll Kim or Carol at 749-4976. 5/2
week of Aprll. Pedigree dog with AKC
· suMM~R JOBS- outdoor and -Indoor work at Gang, especially your roomle Robyn. 4129
papers
ready
to
go In 8 weeks. Asking $150a large municipal swimming facility. Good
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES- needed to share
200 yet negollable. Call any time
pay, excenem wot1t1ng-conamon1. Poslttona BLD- "Emotion Is always new," even after 6
large master bedroom In duplex apt., In
avallable, Pool Manager, Lifeguards, In- mos. Thanks for everything. A. 4129
Durnam. Wlllln~ to llve w/one other girl, 3
~~~~~9~~,1::a ee~~is~~!~f~~. Ask for
structors. Groundskeeper (plant science n
0
11
d 1 .,.
+t
1th
II v
·r-ott ~ALt·1.,, ii. ,oyota venc:a-:mver MeramcPo,uo'i'M~·,~~:~ ~e~W~~r·itu~y" ';r~~;~~ fl:~r:efie~',n';~ ~ of d;na"~1te~ 1in1::nd to
rndlals-AM/FM w~II 111alntaln11d la~ oll • filter
collect on that weekend In Jamaica-and
chan9e~ f!~f!~ ~~~~;. ~n~~p ~very 12!000, · preferred. For more Information call Paul although
Female roommate wanted for/Spring to
your height, or should I say your
share two bedroom apt. on Bagdad Road,
30 MPG. Excellent condition $1,500 or best
Couturier, 742-7790. 4129
lack of It, could be a problem, I'm counting
Durham. Call Wendy 868-2799 or Beth 659offer:868-2503 ask tor Ron. 4/29.
on
you
to
rise to the challengel Love and
2581 summer sublet also avallable 5/2
MAY, JUNE, Work Study Jobs oval Ia ble. Use
HONDA 360 Excellent condition. 9000 MIies.
vour work studv monev before your regular whatever from the best thing that ever hapNew Continental tires. $750. 659-5487 Curt.
surnme~ Job startsl Call Paul Couturier, 742• penedtoyou. 41 29
Summer Sublet with fall option: Lorge room
4/~
-·-~ chlldrens camp, N.A. I call for
as double or single avallable In "Coops."
Counselors: Co-ed ,,.,.
For
Sale•
1972 Datson 510. Good tor parts·
a toast to Lexington, Mt. Osceola,
Cheap rentll tdeal location. Avallable May
Penna. 6/21-8/21 posHlons available: Group Pogo, summer In Durham, parties at the
still running. Asking $300. Call Darryll at 5361st. Call 868-2167 after 6:00 p.m. 5/2
leaders (23 and over), - Swimming (WSII Coops, but especially to all the guys who
1393 or Debbie 8. at 862-1838. 5/2
Waterskl, Tennis, gymanastlc:t, All team made them great. May a grany Move her
FOR SALE-Remington Deer Rifle 308. Model
3 bedroom. Living Room, kitchen centrally
sports, golf. camping, head drama, guitar, Broom Into your House. 4/29
660 $100. Call Ed at 742-6866. 4/29
· located In Dover, near Kori Von Route. $400
fine arts, woodwork. AAM radio. photo,
per mo. Heat, electricity Is Included. Lease
FOR ·sALE-1978 Honda 550K. 3100 mlle.-Just
yoga, Camp Wayne, 12 Allevard st., Lido Area II: Head to the outdoor movies Friday
required. No pets. Call 142-7908 Between 7·
had 3,000mlle check. Includes cissy bar,
Beach. NY 11561 519
night In the lower Quad. Dirty Harry and
9p.m. 5/6.
rack. saddle bag, crash bar and chain with
Summer• 421 Bring a blanketl
· lock. 65 mpg. Excellent cond. One owner.
An educational camp for special needs
Unfurnished Apt.: Dover, Durham Area Con$4 075. 659-2~10 Mike-Call anvtlme~
children. Counselor, kitchen and #laln- We're AWESOME! Area II Gong Show on the
do. Fine country location (Hemlock Forest) 2
want a . smooth, comfortable. luxurious,
tenance, live-In. Write Lincoln HIii, 41 South Quad, Thurs. afternoon at 5:00. Head over
bedrooms, 1¼ baths, fireplace, all apelegant ride? Ford Elite 1975 fullv•ooweredst.. Foxboro. 02035_4/29
with your burgers and friends from Hudpllances, no children or pets, lease
equlpped, four jensens, new radials, wellAppllcatlons are currently being accepted dleston's cookout. Bring a blanket!
·
required. $345 per month plus utllltles. Call
cared tor body and engine. Eirr-ellent contor student computer consultant postlons on , ..,,.,.k--y--=G.,.ls-e.,.la-,-q-u.,.,lt-y-ou_r__,.b.,.lt,..c.,..h.,..ln_ff__....,..,LU.,.,l....,...ls
43117715/6
dition. 78,000. Must sell. Negotiable. 868this campus. Minimum requirements are 0 0
2318 or 741.-3681. 5/6.
successful completion of Math 410 (or listening and Is happy to oblige w ha per¼ May free; Summer Sublet w/fall option.
Fot"Sale-Men's red 21" Concord Freedom
equlvalent) and DEC system 1o experience. sonal. Have a nice day! Love and kisses Iv ~ .
Dover, on K-Van route. pool, tennis courts,
\I) speed bike. 79 model. Perfect condition.
If
you qualify, stop at McConnell 104A or you, sister! 4129
w/wall, free cable and laundry room. $240
749-2841 5¼2.
month (lncludes , hot water) Call 749-3796
Klnasbury
M111 a nd flll out a nd application. Steve A· we, "the balls", would llke to thank
Clarion A.M:.=.:e.c-'=--a-r-=R-ad-;:-lo--=B=-r-a-nd..,.-n-=e-w-.~C;:-:o:-:m=-e=s
Ask for Tim or Todd.5/2
SUMMER HELP WANTED-Work sh:idy student to you for the stars. Just don't hassle any of us
from a 1980 subaru. $25 or best offer. Call
assist In the New England Center's Rapid
obout signing theml -the Sigma Nu Pledaesanne M. 868-9857 or 2·2170 5/6.
Webster House-Summer SUB-LET Two
Copy Center, beginning May 19. Job In- eludes training In offset printing. No typing SWEETS: Happy 3rd
bedroom Apt. Fully Furnished-Wall to Wall
For Sale-1970 AMC Rebel. Only 51,000 mlles
Anniversary! It's
or experience necessa~. part-time and tun definitely been an experience and fun at
Carpeting-Large Living ;oom, Kitchenon It. Good condition. Engine and body In
least 50 percent of the tlmel But I'm not
Private Enlrance-Easlly accomadates four
good shape. Many new parts. Must sell fast.
k ovaIIa bl•· C 0 I Jonet DOty a t 862
time
wor
•
complalnlng
... so let's shoot for a few morel
people-borders campus and downtownSo Ifs priced to sell. Asking $300 or best of4000 ,,.,5/c,,2,_,.,.,.,-~-:--..,._...,..=: ,-=--,=-----:--;--;-Across from Scorpios Pub-For Information
fer. Call Jim Gargan In Lord Hall Room 17· Summer Work/study job. Tour guide In an Up for lt?lcits ofluv, D.J. 4/29
Call 868-2657. 5/6
868-9700 or 2-1631 41/229.
18th century house museum. 20 hours/week Shnookums- Trout season opens the 26thFor Sale/ Kawasaki 350 motorcycle. Very
at $4.25 hour 3 ml. from Portsmouth, Call 1· get out your netsl It could be very, very lnA SUMMER SUBLET like this, you can't afford
fast. New pistons and rings, Just tuned. 7,600
207-439-0358 512.
ferestlng. Can you say that? Hey, hey, hey
to miss! Ifs avallable the 1st of May and rent 749-1802 5/6.
miles.
Registered
·
a
nd
ready
to
go.
$595.
Forest
Park Doy Care Center needs work- blue eyes, come over and sleep on the
Summber
Sublet/Fall option 2 bedroom
Is very cheap to pay. Ifs right near Dover
study for summer positions. Should have couch sometime. Minnow. 4129 westgate, Dover B K-Van $230/mo.• August · Call 2·1632 or 868-9774. Ask for BID In room
High, where the Karl-Van goes by. Garage,
some experience working with children.
wrw earptetlng and cabfe tv. Call Glenn, tree [wlll discuss) Part fumlshed available. f20.Al.2.L._
FOR SALE-1974 Volkswagen, excellent conPlease call or come by ancf askfor Fran, 868- Lynne- congratulations on flnally becoming
Doug, or Mike lor an appt. to see. Call 868· after graduation. Cathy Kathy or Helen 749dition.
$2200.
862-1800
or
868-5919
5674 or 11B Forest park. 4''229.
after
5.
1662
(always
there
after 11:30 p.m. If no luck
a sister. Thanks for the super time last Satur9844 and you won't hav.9 to took at dives
summer work Study needed to help out In day. But next time lets take a cab. My feet
1970 OPEL Kapett, Good Small car, 78,000
egrUer)
anymore! 516
Student enfais burnam. Singie and double
miles. naad11 lt\fflA work. Call 868-5498 .
the registration area at D.C.E., verette are killing me.-Mldmornlng thumber. 4129
rooms. Furnished w/utllltles and parking.
BARRINGTON-Available June 1, Modern 2
For Sale-Kawasaki KH 500 2 stroke, 3 cylinhouse. Contact D.C.E. office at 862-2015 Crow, Frank, Jerry G., Jerry L., Jon,
Within walking distance to campus. ConBedroom Apt. 5 ml. to UNH, unfunlshed,
der-Quick. a,ooo mlles, new tires. Clean
Fleld
spor!s,
tact White Enterprises. Tel. 868-2192 (M-F 8-5)
Ecology,
Business_ Jonathon, Mark, and Mike- Now Mo and all .
quiet, wooded setting, plentiful parking,
machine asking $950 Call 868-1308 4/29.
Management, Food Service. Call Mr. Chase of us are "like this" (please stand and cross
$221/mo. Call Chris after 4 p.m., 868-2866 2 Fmle Rmts. needed for 2 bdrm Apt In · For Sale--65
Buick Gran Sport, 140,000 ml.;
at 62~31 8·30-5·00 Montinv-S:rlrinv "1'pointer and middle fingers)! What's 32 hours
5/6
Durham w/klt, llv, bath. Partty furn $800/sem
many new parts; Inspected; 10-12 mpg. 445
In the car for 22 hours In Lexlngton? ... lt was
per person heat Incl. Available Sept-May.
cu/In. engine; trailer hitch; some rust but 13
worth ltl Here's to car gameR wolklna tours,
One bedroom apt., summber sublet, 5 mlns Call 868-5622 4/29
kla. $300 or best offer., Lynn 659·
shooting the shit, and ROAD TRIPSI -D~na- 4/29
from UNH. 3 full sized rooms, pine ponelllng.
Dave- Thank-you for a beautiful weekend, I JACKI CHRISTII You are the most beautiful
Plenty of room for 2 people. Grassy, shaded Summer Sublet Durham, Main Street, 2
For
Sale:
1978
Honaa C.B. 750 Super-sport
hope we have more weekends like that.
setting. Call Vietor at 742-0492 5/6
bedroom, great location, Rent negoHable.
woman; on campus or offl 10 plus any day.
Excellent Condltlonl only 1,700 miles. Great · See ya at the dunes for a night under the EnalehardJ~!l'!_Senlor.4/2_9
Avallable June-August. Contact Yvonne,
___ _ _
deal at $2300.00. Call Anne (8(,2-2170) or
PLEASE HELP USIII Dover, summber sublet for Fran, or Cindy of 868-9705 or 862-2161 5/6
starsll Love ya, "Mite". 4129
Hey slave, here Is the personal I promised
Laura 1862-17271 tor monuntormatlon . 5/6
three(responslble females preferred); fall
FEMALE
CONTESTANTS
WANTED:
$100
CASH
you.
Yes youl Be a good slave and maybe
option for one rowdv but studious, non- Summer Sublet (fall optlon)-beaut. large 2
we wlll have fun down In Boston
over
smoking female! June 1st, $230/ month-rent bdr., sunny, 3 ml. to UNH. furn. (summer) or
PRIZE CALL 862-1290.
reading days--Your every loving Master.
negotI001e If ABSOLUTELY necessary, Near unfurn. $350/mo. Incl. heat; summer rent
WE DELIVER! Hungry, but can't leave the
P.C.A.· Happy Anniversary! This Is your very
Trlshle-1 can't even tell you how much I opstores, residential area, K-van, central negotiable. Avail. June 1. see. dep. $150.
books? Pizza, subs, salads, etc dellveredl
own personal. Thanks tor the past year and
preclated you helping me through last
vacuum, w/w, pool, tennis. Natalie 868-9884 Lynn or Lois 659-2872. 5/2
Nightly campus runs 9:30 p.m. and 11 ;00
a half-here's to many morel 4-4 sin 2000 lbs
week and the whole semester! You are the
or Tammy 868-9849 5/'2
p.m. Call 30 min. In advance 868-2224. Also
plus
x lbs leads to plus Infinity. Lots of lovebest roomle there Isl Get psyched for next
Female Roommate wanted to share apt. In Joe buys used refrigerators
$40 each. Call · Laura. 4/29
year on 1st. Love ya, Deb. 41.29
Webster House apartment, 2 bedrooms, Dover. $120.00 month plus half utilities. Own
after 11 o.m. 862-3336 5/6.
parking facllltes, kitchen, etc.... Mostty fur- room. Available May 15. On Karl-Van Route.
Denise: Congratulations on becoming a DZ
Professional Typing; fast and accurate; 90
Call 868-5487 and say hll to Greg. Ask him
nished, plenty of sun. also has a roof outside , Call 749-0645 4/20
sister. I'm so proud of my little sister. I want
cents a double-spaced page, single
about his giraffe. You can congratulate him
of the windows to sit on. Summer sublet May
you to know you're extra special. Love, M.A.
spaced, slightly higher. Pages after first ten
too-he's ar<lduattnat 4/29
19 to whenever you want. Contact• Rob,
of
a
paper,
10
cents
off. Call (Dover) 742·
Mike or Ken-Pl Kappa Alpha 868-9830 516
Andrea, Caroline, Cheryl, Lynda, and Nan6643. 5//.
Janet: You made ltl You were a great
cy. Thanks for an excellent freshman year,
pledge but you'll make an even better
can't wait until next. We've partied It up this
Summer Sublet In Durlfom for one female. For Sale: 1973 Olds Delta 88 Good consister. Congratulations. All my love, Claire.
year, but the 5th short wing hasn't seen
Fully furnished apt. located on Madbury Rd. dltton-90,000 miles. Great summer car-$400
anything yet. We better keep our secrets to
~KE. Rent negotiable. Call Liz at 868- or best offer. Call Randy at 659-5002. 5/6
SUMMER WORK STUEY STUDENT NEEDED:
PERSON· We are not having nuclear war.
2
ourself-keasll Love v'all. M,J. 4/29
__ __
MARKETING ASSISTANT to work with Program
Love, Peter Hubbe. 4/29
To my sterling Sliva boyfriend- You're solid
For
Sale:
Promotion at DCE. Job Includes; creating.
Summer -Sublet-A semi-furnished roomy 3 new-neverYamaha FG85 folf guitar Brand
gold to me. Looking forward to the futureused.
New-$130.
organizing,
wm
sell
managing
tor
$90.
mall
lists,
work
on
Betsy 8.- Congratulatlonsl You're finally a
bedroem apartment for 4 people. Excellent
Bermuda, Beacon, fndlana but most of all
word processor. Strong typing skllls
slsterl It's been great being your "mom" this
location In Durham, near the end of Faculty Call Randy 659-5002. 5/6
May 30th-LOVE HONEY BUNNY. 4/29
necessary, minimum 20 hours per week.
semester. You were the best "daughter"!
Rood. only $400 per month. Available June GMC
HETZEL HALL DANCE-A•THON ...Dancers who
JIMMY-1978
4x4-V8 regular gas. new
iegotlable. Apply at Brook House,
The memories hove Just begun at Chi
1st thru August 31st. Call Dove at 868-9882 or radials. 25,000
have passed In their money... lf you passed
miles. High Sierra pkg. Ex•
8
O... Loveya, Inger. 4/29
Mark at 868-9833 5/6
In more than $10, you are ellglble for a free
cellent condition. Never plowed. Brown and
whlle. Best offe~ over $5100. Call after 6 p.m.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA SPRINGFEST AND (2ND
Needed:Great office experience avallable
~~i"ifZ~~~i1atlo n T-Shlrt. Come see Gail 11'1
with Program Development at DCE full time.
SUMMER SUBLET • Red Towers. Furnlshed, 2 603/77.2-3993.
WET T-SHIRT CONTEST!) Friday May 2 4:00-1:OO
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA SPRINGFEST AND (2ND .
Good typing skills essential. Valred duties.
bedrooms. kitchen, bath, large living room
Get tickets now from broth ers.
ANNUAL WET T-SHIRT CONTEST)! Friday Moy 2
with fireplace, beautiful bay window, and For Sale: 1)Bunkbed/loft 2)Electrlc broiler
Must be resPONlble. rellable, and· a selfTo the senate Sex Machine-Bumme d that I
rack4)Bedroom
starter. May continue Into fall semester. Apporch. Excellent for 3 people wanting to live 3)Flrewood
lamps.
Get tickets now from brothers. 4:00-1 :00.
ply 1st floor VerreHe House. 862-1088. 5/2
In Durham close to campus. Rent Is Reasonable prices. Call 868-5727. 4/29
never got to know you In the "Blbllcal sense." Thanks for the sympathetic shoulder,
negotiable. Call Charlene 868-1512 or
Hey Turdball- "Got a minute?" THanx for all
th ose "good" times-Beaches,
lnvltlng-but-lnaceesslble thighs. lascivious
Nancy or Jaynl at 2-1837. Please leave a For Sole-Schwinn World Traveler bicycle,
Child Care Worker Wanted for Durham InBunkers,
21 ". Excellent condition, Shimano ShlH
lips (and the debaucherous and lewd
message. 5/2
fant Center. Summer or Fall. Experience with
Beach Boys, Vermont, Oxford, Middleton,
levers, safety levers. good tires and rims.
New York, getting towed, Bermuda•
young children or strong desire preferred.
ts th eref ro m) , th ose Iusc Ious Iegs,
commen
Furnished -room In Durham, 3 miles from Asking 95.00 Call HeldllS68-9678
"parking", the slnglel, back rubs, Durham
Duties Include care of children from 6
5/2
legs, legs, and that GoddeSS-llke visage
·campus, off street parking, $125 per month,
House of Grease, Rardware HoClse. Happy
weeks to 3 years old. Call 868-1335 for Inupon which to gaze In the most boring of
avallQble now, call 868-5477 after 8 For Sale-1978 Honda Express (Motor scooter)
,12 yr. Anniversary, It's been the best i½
1
formation.
5/2
moments.
"God
love
ya",
Queen
D.m .4/29.
gets over 100 MPG. Excellent Condition! Call
S!eezebag, you are truly "golden". Mr.
years of my life. ILY, ltallan Stalllon. 4/29
Summer Sublet (with fall option) • need 868-5189 Ask for Kathy 4/29
Help wanted: All around cook-full time. ApSleeze. 4l29
CAROL ELLEN, You and me agalnat the
roommate to share two bedroom apt. In
ply to Richards Restaurant 355 Broadway,
Dover. Living room, kitchen, bathroom, and Fo1 Sole: Double Mattress and Box Springs,
Blob Blootes- I've never been prouder to
Salem, NH 03079 5/6
world ? Not llkely, Is It? Oh well, It makes me
Bureau, Small Refrigerator-Very Clean and
own bedroc~. Fully furnished, on K•Van.
call anyone "clone". Thanks tor the sterling
feel old, but we'll be friends forever and
hardly used, Typewriter, Bookcase, End
and hopefully enduring friendship and the
National Com has college program tor
remember what I said ·cause I do love you
table Call after 9 p.m. 749-2657 5/6
momentous memories. You are truly a
summer work. Part and full time positions
and we would make an awesome couple.
·2232 s12
. - - ·- •
sleeze among sleezes. Good Luck (but with
avallable.
$5.50
per
hour
But
now summer comes. the boys are back
to
start.
ScholarL - ~.,. -~~ded fv s"lar~ 2 bidf66ffi apt. lfl
For Sale: 1980 Caber BloSystem Ski Boots.
your personality, lntelllgence, eloquence,
ships and credits offered to qualified
In town. We'll go racing In the streets and I
Durham for summer. June-August, fabulous , Men's size 12 Equlpe/competltt on model.
and good looks, 111#'10 needs luck? You've
students. Must have car but want local Inam
an excitable boy, until September at
location on Madbury Rood, extremely quiet
t
Brand new. Used only 1O times) A steal at
t
terview now, work starts May 19th. Call
least. Vou know who=1~4f=2~9...,...,,.,.,,.,,...~--got a Ien , kl d .) DrA
~ '1 ever tell you th at you
building with parking. Please call 868-2257
Blrkenatocks--footweor that flt llke yo· ur feet
$100 (Sell for $225 neW) Call Joe at 868-4828
9a.m.-1 p.m. only ~2548 or 868-1228. 4/29
turned
my
life
around
at
an
all
time
low?
anvtlme for more Information. 512
and 2·1164 or come by Randall Rm. 212 5/2
You are, after all, awesome. Good to know
do. These sandals are high In quality, the
Seml-furn1aned pine panelled summer
that you'll be around tor another 2-5
Communication s (Journalism assistant
highest In comfort, and reaaonably priced.
sublet: 5 min. walk to campus; 3 bedrooms, For Sale: Stereo speakers-BIC Ventura Foryears
... glves me peace of mind. Take care,
Find footJoy at the Wax Ear-next to Franklin
during summer. Must be woric study eiigit>ie
living room, kitchen, dining roqm, mula 6. Can handle over 65 watts, walnut
love ya. The other "bob-sey'' twin. P.S. Now
ASSISI SJan ana puunc re1a1N11• .............:
Theater. &/6.
·
study .. .laundry taellltles, bike storage, cabinets, $300 or best offer. Call Jane 2·
Write news releases, human Interest stories
that I'm leaving I'll have to carry a mirror
MOVING TO PHILADELPHIA AREA77 20 foot
spacious grass lawns perfect for frlsbee, 1603, 868-9791, leave message. 4/29
and other copy. Car helpful. $3.10 hour plus
around with me to remember what I look
truck has spcce avallable for furniture,
barbecue, and sunbathing! Call Jen 868mileage. Monadnock United Way, 23 Cenlike.
etc ... for a nominal fee. WIii leave
2992 (Davis Court, 60 Madbury Rd,) 5/2
1976 Pinto 3 dr. hatchback 4 cylinder auto,
ter St., Keene, NH 03431. (6031 352-4209 5/6
graduation day and unload In Phllly on 5/19.
mag wheels/radial tlre1.-41:fare rims and
To
the
Ladles
of
22
Young
Drive-You
are
the
Ship
It home the easy wayt For more details,
Roommate needed-House at Boar's Head snows.
Work
Study
students
needed
as
Youth
Excellent condition. 23mpg Asking
Eighth Wonder of the World.
~nil Art Shaw 868-5185 4129.
Hampton Beach avallabte from 6/1 thru 9/1.
Workers for Seacrest Neighbors Youth CenContact Artie or Nick. Room 201, Sawyer 2- $2150. Call 603-772-5023. 5/6
ter serving adolescents from low Income
CJG- Good luck on your MCAT's Tomorrow.
1128. 4129.
famllles. 20-40 hrs. Quallfleatlons: Energetic
I'll be thinking of you. And happy 14/2 year
.Laura Lewis• When's lunch?77
For Sale-1954 Ford F-100 Pickup. Only 61,000
leadership abllltles, and firmness In dealing
. Annlversaryll 1 love you more each day,
Summer Sublet: Durham, 2 bedroom apt. on
miles (original) new ties, wheels, red oak
with adolescents while maintaining openmonth, year... Foreverl Love, JGC. 4/29
Hey Boom Boom: I got tow turtles how about
Garrison Ave. Rent negotiable. Contact
floor bed, new seat and paint. Has been
ness and awareness of their needs. Contact
you. Remember under Vicki's bed, the SPAZ
Pete, Herb, or John at 868-9821 or 2·1145.
restored from the frame up. Runs like new.
Paul Salem ·436-3810 or 431-6703 S/6
FEUCE, FELICE, FELICEI I want you, I need you,
attacks, and the shy little girl, NO MUB PUB.
Stored during winter, asking $2,000. Call
WANTED-Female roommate to share 2
but there ain't no way I'm ever going to get
Ben, WIiiard, and Flyod say hi. Watch out for
summer camp Jobs for Students. Help
659-3973 (after 5) 4/29
bedroom furnished apt. In dover. On Karlyou,
Is there? Too bad, but you can't win
waves
and
shark
needed,
attacks-you
male/female,
never
In
know.
resident
and
day
Van route. SWIMMING POOL on grounds.
'em
alll Trouble? Mind and power games
Catch
ya, Spaz 114/29
camp tor 9 weeks. Aquatic Directors and
1970 VW Bua, iood engine, body needs
Available May 17 with fall option $115.00
with the Jocks? Take care of yourself, no
assistants,
Unit
leaders,
Rlflarv
Instructors.
mo. Call 742-4783. 4129.
;,
~~~- ~~
213 Engelhardt. 868Hey babe, Welcome baekl I missed you total
Fie Id8 0
gf:ori;tm around here. Love ya lots, J,
sports
1
ecology,
41
Business
Let's look forward to the summer-going to
Management, Food SeMce. Call Mr. Chase
york Beach Short Sands Beach; large single
Boston,
Mustlcl Also, we never did go to
at 625-6431. 4:30-5:00. Mondcv-Frldav. 516
room, fro rent, may thru the fall; quiet and
1970 Dodge Dart; 58,000 original miles; little
Block Island. Love, CG. 4129
Come to FAIRCHILD'S CAFE AU PRINTEMPS For
private w/kltchen for light cooking. $35.00
rust; 2 spares; $750 Call Woody at Night 887WANTED: Used fumlture for my new aparto mellow, relaxing evening. Wed. April 30
3260 5/2
weekly. Call 207 363-2859. 5/6
Beth-Get psyched for a great end of a
ment: bureaus, sofas, chairs, tables, and
from
4-10 p.m. Good music, food, & at~ ~ester. Luv ya alwaysl Your little sis HIiary.
rugs. Call Jennifer at 868-2992. 5/6.
mosphere. 5/2
2

for rent

Pc,U~/Jf:J~~iff81~ fo~J,i~ncff 8~~~41~~
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For Something Completely Different, Try

The Bal£!ncing Point cafe

.

Gourmet N:atural Food~
affordable prices
Luncheon 10:30-2:30 Tues-Sat
Dinner 5-9 Fri &. Sat
Brunch on Sundays! 10-3
38 Daniel St. In Portsmouth
.
. TakeOutServlceAvailabi.~4~1.-SQqQ ·_·.

\

~urcharge
- SURCH"'RGE~ page 20
meetings because of an informal
rule of protocal which says
Trustees should solve their
differences before the public Board
meetings.
Wilson said he told Holloway
only 15 minutes before the meeting
started that he was going to vote
against the energy surcharge .
Holloway, Wilson said, g~t !1 little

upset.
.
"I have a lot of respect for Paul
Holloway," Wilson said . "I
think he's one of the most
professional and adept Trustees on
the Board. But I don't think he
could understand our position."
Students at UNH have asked
Allan Prince, Vice-President for
Budget and Administration, for a
breakdown on energy costs but he
wouldn't release them, Student
Body President Bob Coates said.

UNH MUGS:.
. m ade by
qnion River Pottery
Great Gifts

Coates said a couple of Trustees
had told him the students should
have exhausted all avenues with
the administration before they
came to the full Board with the
problem.
Wilson said the attacks were not
meant to be aimed personally at
Holloway, but he thinks Holloway
may have taken them that way.
Holloway was out of town
yesterday and unavailable for
comment.
"He was very defensive and _very
terse in his comments," Wilson
said. "It was uncomfortable for
both of us."
Wilson acknowledged the
problem of students not be!ng
consulted when rates were gomg
up was a University administration
problem, not a Trustee problem .
The Student Senate several
. weeks ago passed a bill that Wilson
initiated demanding that students
at least be consulted 10 days before
any increase is approved.

Introductory offer: 1O percent off
for one week only
We also have Beer Tankards,
Wine glasses and Glassware

tNH students were not
consulted on the $100 increase in
room and board rates earlier this
year either.
Holloway challenged Coates's
"ability to listen and learn,"
according to Wilson.
"Ifs got a little out of hand ," he
said. The final vote on the surcharge
was 19-1.
On all other issues it was
un2 nimous.

l

Care Pharmacy
51 Main St. Durham
868-2280

Mon. - Sat.

American cancer
Society

9:00- 6:00

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PU BLISHER AS A PUBLIC SERVICE

COLLEGE STUDENTS

and
CPA CANDIDATES:

Now You
Do Not Have To
Go To Boston
The best contaCt
of your life.
For clear ·

sailing.

"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass and
eye examination seIVices.
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist.
In-office seIVice plan available

ey~MS2t~~"'~ ~}!P.Llfx!
Portsmouth, NH 03801

(603) 436-1200

Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM.

COMPLETE, NATIONALLY
RECOGNIZED
CPA REVIEW COURSE
NOW OFFERED IN
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Starting Sat. Aug 2 thru Nov. 1
OFFERED IN DOVER BY
RICHARD WALDO CPA, MBA
President, McIntosh College

Call 742-3518 at. ...

.McIntosh

,!!~l!ge
23CATARACT AVENUE
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820
McIntosh CoUege pro~idea equal opportunity in all its operations
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Seabrook
SEABROOK
continued from page 2

look at the quahty ot
workmanship.
, "After working at Seabrook for
a time, and seeing the care that
goes into it, it enhances your faith
in nuclear power. If there was any
slipshod work going on in here, I'd
be right out there with them (the
demonstrators)," Greenlaw said.
"If the sort of interest and
affection that is exercised here
were practiced with other
hazardous materials such as toxic
chemicals and petroleum
ptoduets, we'd be a. lo t bcttca off, "

he said.
Greenlaw noted that the lavoffs
might benefit their protestors. "I'm
sure it's built their morale a little,"
he said, "They think they have
Seabrook on the run. But I really
don't think they'll pull it off. "
Rick Nichols, i 23 year old
Newmarket resident, had been a
laborer at Seabrook for two years
before being laid off.
"Now I'm collecting unemployment," Richards said ov.er a glass
of beer and a game of pool at the
Newmarket American Legion. The
layoff came as a surprise to Nichols
two weeks ago.
"I was just beginning to feel
security in my job over there, and
the next thing you know .... I guess
it just goes to show you that you
can't tell what's going to happen
over there from one minute to the
next," he said.
Greenlaw has been one o the
fortunate . He still has his
carpenter's job at the plant, though
he says everyone's job has changed
a title.
"There really aren't enough
people left to make much progress
except in limited aras," he said.
"The third shift is gone. Most of
the foremen lost their crews and
are working with their tools again.
The job supervisors are no\\'. the
formen. Everybody's dropped a
notch."
Greenlaw has noticed a
considerable increase in tension
among the remaining workers_. A

result of the lack of communication from above, he said. Yet he
doubts that it will affect the quality
of work at the plant in anything
but a positive manner.
"The efficiency of the work has
actually increased. We're working
only on the priority arP,as, with
highly experienced mer. ·· h:; said.
"I feel bad for the guys that had
to go," said Greenlaw, "but I don't
think it can last very long. There is
so much equipment at the site that
has to be put towork. It's costing
the company quite. a bit to have it

sitting idle."
Greenlaw sees the potential for a
real mess at the site in the event
that the occuption is _ more
successful than last year's. But he
feels the state is "extremely well
organized," .llnd won't allow it to
happen.
'They blamed the failure of the
last attempt on the low turnout of
protestors. But I don't believe
numbers will help them. If their
approach is similar to last time, I
will be extremely surprised if they
get in."

PLANT SALE
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HAS ANYONE TRIED TO RAPE YOU?
HAVE YOU BEEN RAPED?
HAS -SOMEONE YOU KNOW BEEN
RAPED?

If you answered, ''Yes'' to- any of these
questions, we would like your participation in a
study of attitudes toward rape sponsored by the
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. We are
interested in interviewing people in general as
well as rape victims. If you are willing to be interviewed or have any questions about this
study, please call
.

Friday and Saturday, May 2nd and
3rd, Woodruff House wlll hold Its
second annual plant sale. Both Days_ ;
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Vegetables, ·
flowers, herbs, house plants and
macrame hangers will go on sale at
dirt cheap prices. Also, free demonstrations will be given on composting,

2-2360 from 1 to 7 p.m. Mon through Fri
CONFIDENTIALITY IS GUARANTEED! .

hlo ontrol. and solar hoatlno Como

to Woodruff House, the Envlronmental
Mini Dorm. Friday and Saturday May 2
and3 from 9:00 to 5:00.

The University of New Hampshire
Department of Music
presents

A SCHOLARSHIP CONCERT
GUEST ARTIST

JOANNE BRACKEEN
CLI NT HOUS TON, BASS

also

THE UNH JAZZ BAND

Standard Plumbing qnd Heating
Supply Corp. is looking for an In-.
dustrial Sales Representative for _the
Seacoast region of N.H. and Maine.
Salary and Commisslon, Car and Expenses, Fine Benefit Program. Applicant should have good com:
munication skills and ability to deal
with people.
Excellent Seacoast
location. Mike Simchik will be on
campus Monday, May 5th. If you fit
the bill, please sign up at 203 Huddleston Hall by Thurs. May 1. (for
graduating seniors only).

David Seil e r. Director

··h.... ·;;==-.
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Johnson Theater,. PCAC
Durham, Nn
TICKETS: $4, IUB TICKET OFFICE
OR AT THE DOOR

• lightweight •flexible• easy-to-adjust
Available in glass plastic or photochromatic lenses
in your prescription.
·

At Lunetta Optlque we believe· the
price some people pay for eyewear· Is
too high. Before you fill your prescription elsewhere, compare and· sea
us for the lowest prices, largest frame
selection. and the fas test service in
the area.

20% STUDENT & SENIOR
CITIZEN DISCOUNT

bllNl!TTI! BPTlfllll!
LICENSED OPTtCIANS
466 CENTRAL AVE.

. I ..,..,.. I
I

.,~

I

UPPER SQUARE, DOVER

71-2114
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Americans

,

, •

• •,t·,

The Shah, according to R. Jalili, killed
100,000 people. As an example he displayed

U.S. REACTION
continued from page 3
pieces ot mtormat10n, hut not the tull story.
I learned of the deaths when I reached New
, York City."
Some students brought up negative
points, saying the attempted rescue should
have been undertaken earlier and our lack of
military force had implications for our
nation.
••1 am in support of Carter's try, but I
think ~e waited too long," Brett Zerba, a
Mechanical Engineering major, said.
"Something needed to be done." .
"I am amazed that Israel can pull off
military action successfully and we can't,"
Jim Bird, a UNH Sophomore siad. "This
event really shows the state of our military
forces."

Iranians react
IRAN REACTION
continued from page :l
added, "The Shah's system was unbearable."
"Under the Shah," said Ghamami "there
w~s no political freedom and many political
pnsont:rs. Everyone who disagreed with him
was exiled. Nobody dared talk against the
Shah."
Ten percent of the population had 60
percent of the national wealth, according to
Ghamami. "It was ridiculous. People were
dying of hunger."

the front page of an Iranian newspaper
dated one and half years ago. A group of
3,000 men, women, and children were
demonstrating against the Shah, sitting in
Te~~an's streets. The Shah, according to
Jahh, ordered his army to shoot the
demonstrators.
The Jalilis said the American media is too
one-sided and this makes Americans hostile
towards Iranians because they are not
shown the other side.
The Iranian students interviewed agreed
revolution was "inevitable." They do not
agree with the post-revolution regime
·
however.
The Jalilis do not like Khomeini's politics
or economics, but said, "We hated the Shah
so much anything is better."
Ghamami said the revolution "destroyed
the old system and a lot of bad things.
Khomeini is successfully repressing all other
factions," said Ghamami.
"K_homeini keeps order and silence by
labeling anyone who speaks against his
government · American ~py. · ttatrect ror
America is a~ such a height that people do
not open theu mouths," said R. Jalili.
"K~omeini brainwashes the people,"
explained Ghamami. There used to be three
~~~oo ~~~- N~ ili~ is om
religious station. The same with radio.
Twenty publications have folded since
Khomeini took power."
"Khomeini is a charismatic man. He can
move the masses."
Korosh, · who has a photograph of

on·

'

Khomeini on his wall, believes the
Ayatollah 's government can be successful.
"What political party has more support
than religion?" he asked. "What do you put
in his place?"
Ghamami said that Korosh is typical of
the Iranians who are pro-Khomeini but who
have no valid reasons.
Ghamami said Carter's recent failed
rescue attempt was stupid because he feels
sure it would have included military force.
"The tougher Carter gets, the worse it is
for the situation," said Ghamami. He thinks
Carter should: recognize Iran as. a
government, acknowledge US involvement
in Iran, and tell Iran that the US will do
nothing further in Iran. He admits that "it's
not as easily done as said. Hard for him to
admit US mistake.··
R. Jalili thinks Carter should "be patient,"
and admit that the CIA engineered the coup
in 1953.
Korosh said that saying sorry is "not
much for the life of 50 people." He feels each
side should compromise. Korosh said when
lit'-

US give., l1a.n :,on1cthin5 "they can

grasp," they will give up the hostages.
As for the future of hostages, Ghamami
· ··
said he "doesn't know."
"I think Khomeini is going to ~tay in
power. The fanaticism I've seen. No one is
going to go against a spiritual leader."
Korosh said the embargo against Iran
"makes Iran more mad. Iran imports 80
percent of their food. Right now in Iran he
said most supermarkets . have empty
shelves."

ee
ecur •

Right now, the police, the FBI, the IRS, the
NSA, the CIA or any one of 100 government
i nfiltrating
agencies could be ·spying on you, _
your organization or disrupting your life.
THE INTELLIGENCE NETWORK, a new film
revealing the extent of political surveillance and
its effects on you at home and abroad .

J. Edgar Hoover's vendetta against Martin
Luther King ... the infiltration of the Methodist
Church ... the Chicago Police attack on Fred
Hampton ... the CIA's role in Chile and the
world ... the recent infiltration of the .American
Indian Movement ... current surveillance of
nuclear power opponents ... the uncontrolled
activities of the secret police fraternity known
'
as the LEIU...

INCLUDING ... a lengthy interview with an FBI
informant in Denver .. . an inside account of the
assassination of Orlando Letelier .. . testimony by a
union organizer from Detro it ...and statements by
political activists who have been wiretapped, sp ied
on, monitored and physically attacked.
Documented by recently-released files from the
intelligence agencies themselves. THE INTELLI GENCE NETWORK combines personal accounts
and expert analysis to create a dramatic presentation of government misconduct.
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GPA
continued from page 3

often the change hasn't gonr: into
the computer."
The only reason that Thomas
could come up with for the errors
in the other data was that students
who had lived in the dorm
previously were included in the
sample as well as students who
were currently residing there.
"Mark Robilard and I spoke
!\bout this and the only
explanation that we had is that the
computer was not changed as the
addresses of the students were
changed," said Thomas. "That
could be the reason why there were
more students sampled than there
are actuallv in the dorm."

"D a:rnages"
PPO&M
continued from page 4
But the rule does not say thi>. t
students should not place devices
on t!)e sprinklers or other fire
equipment.
"PPO&M does not have to tell
anyone they are going to inspect or
give anyone a warning before
charging," Moore explained.
"The amount of the charges
totalled $160.00 for the damage
bill," he said.
The students aren't getting
charged very much, Moore added.
But Smith said, "It's not the
money it's the principle of the
charge." ·
Nobody in PPO&M was
available for comment.
"I didn't get a warning and we
should have," Cindy Matt, a junior
Smith resident, said.
Sophomore Peggy Acerno said
she did not realize it was against
fire rgulations.
"I received around seven calls
from ~all directors screaming at
me because of the cliarges:''Moore
said. "No one was happy about
them."
There will be no general
investigation of the charges unless
s0meone has a good complaint,
Moore said.
"If there is a complaint, I
will contact PPO&M and l have to
take their word," Moore· sa1c1.
There are going to be warnings
to the hall directors about
inspections next year, Moore
added.
"The reason for the charge was ·
not the actual pulling off of the
objects but PPO&M sometimes
checks inside of the sprinkler to
make sure no damage has been
done," Moore said.
"If it only takes the maintenance
man a minute to pull off the object,
the students still get billed for the
lowest amount of labor which is
fifteen minutes," Moore said.
PPO&M was pretty extensive
this year concerning the rooms and
fire regulations, according to
Moore.
But Moore commented that the
University is very strict when it
comes to fire devices.
Don Bliss agreed with Moore
saying that his department is
extremely strict when it comes to
fire regulations.
A sophomore in Scott Hall said
she did not realize that hanging a
· plant from the sprinkler could
cause a serious problem.
"I would have taken it down if I
had received warning," she added.
"I do not agree with the students
that the charges were aosurct or
unjustified," Moore sa1e1.
"We have always been strict
about fire apparatus even though
PPO&M did not charge
previously," Moore said. PPO&M
will continue to charge for objects
like paper and wire on the
sprtnklers, Moore said.
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Split at Bridgepo rt

Softh aller s mak e play offs
By Jackie MacMullan
For the first time in ·its short
history, the UNH softball team is
headed for post-season play.
At the AJA W Regional meeting
on Sunday, UNH was seated
seventh out of the eight teams that
qualify for the satellite regional
playoffs this weekend.
The Wildcats will travel to
Union, New Jersey, this Thursday
to face second ranked Sacred
Heart of Bridgeport, Connecticut.
"I can't believe it," said senior
co-captain Patty Bohner. "This is
such a good note for us to end on,
especially the seniors. 'Diesel',
'Smitty', and I have been working
four years toward this goal and we
have finally achieved it."
Conoh

Jane

Job

cited

the

stremrth of UNH's schedule as the
factor that secured a regional spot
for the Wildcats. Despite their 6-7
record, Division II UNH suffered
five of its losses against Division I
powers.
"Our split with U-Conn was the
key," said Job. "We beat them 7-4

in · o'ne game. Not many schools
have scored seven runs against UConn. That boosted our chances a
great deal."
U-Conn is the second seed in the
Division I bracket.
On Saturday UNH faced
Division I Bridgewater and split a
doubleheader.
Pitcher Diane Delisle lost yet
another squeaker ·in the first game
as UNH was shaded 2-1.
"Diesel," whose ERA is an
astounding 1.60, remains winless in
her last four outings. Saturday she
gave up four hits and six walks.
The lone Wildcat run came
when Sue Kasser walked and
advanced to third on a wild pitch.
Laurie Lagasse singled her home
and that would be all the Wildcats
would get .

In the second contest, Lisa
Cefalo picked up her fifth win with
a seven hit, four walk
performance.
UNH surged out of an early 4-0
lead in the first and never had to
look back.
A walk ,to Bohner, a double by

Laizasse, singles by Pattv Foster,
Cheryl Murtagh, and Lynn Walsh,
and •sacrifice flies - by Terri
Birmingham and Mary Ryan
supplied the Wildcats with their
runs.
Lagasse was the offensive star
with a 3-4 performance that
included a double and a triple.
Though they have one more
regular season game scheduled
against Southern Maine, the team
can't help but look ahead to its first
taste ·of playoff action.
Sacred Heart 1s 12-1 on the year
a'nd was polled as the number I
team in New England.
"They have proven they are
strong," said Job. "We will have to
start hitting the ball."
Still, the team is optimistic and
p,cc-itP<i ::i hout iti. chances.
"Now we are here, we will do
well," vowed Bohner. "We have
proven we can take teams of good
caliber. Everyone is excited and
ready to go for it."
· Coach Job, in her second year as
head mentor, couldn't agree more.
"I'm thrilled to death," she said.

· Sport Shorts
Crew teaDl rows on
Coach Jo Fuller's wom_en 's ~rews had technique and power over
~~herst. ~he UNH varsity_ eight won by a boat length. UNH's
Junior varsity boat battled with Amherst's varsity until the half way
mark and then went ~n to win by a half a boat length to finish
second. , In th~ womens fours, "\]NH was an easy winner.
UNH s varsity m_en moved ~ut ahead half way throgh their race
a_n~ then. brought 1t home with a final sprint. Amherst's varsit
f mi~hed six seconds behind and the UN H J. V. finished a boat lengt~
behmd them. In a very close race the men's freshman eight lost by
half a boat length. The freshman four showed improvement but still
lost to Amherst.
In th~ fun race of the day between Amherst rowers and the UNH
coxswains, the UNH "littlt people" lost by only five seconds.

Rugby third at UMass
UNH club rugby won its opener at the UMass Invitational ·b ut
dropped its next two games to Massachusetts and Vermont. '
. The ruggers did not get the best of the scheduling. UMass played
its first game while UNH was playing its second. The New
Hampshire ruggers played their third game of the day against UVM
which was playing its second.
UNH plays at home this Saturday against Bowdoin.

Laxw omen tune up for playo ffs Wood1na n-Rohi nson tied
By Boston Neary

-

_Slipping and sliding its way on a
r~m-drenched Brown University
field, the UNH women's lacrosse
team downed the Bruins by a 5-3
mark, to balance out Saturday's 84 loss to UMass.
The laxwomen 's record now
stands at 6-2.
Without the services of Gaby
Haroules and Carol Berry, Coach
rilling decided to put Sue
'Squeaky' Mellett into Gaby's first
home position. 'Squeaky' had a
fine afternoon admidst the mud
and cold scoring two goals, one in
e~~h half, as did Donna O'Brien.
Carla Hesler added another lone
tally for the Wildcats in the first
half.
"Field conditions really took
away our speed ad ·1antage, so we
weren't able to get the ball
downfield," said assistant Coach
Suzanne Rousseau-Coffey.
The Bruins shot only four times
in the first half on UNH netminder
Shelly Lively, with the only score
in that half coming on Robin Biel's
blast.
Drew Rosenberg and Deb
Stirtevan each had scores in the
second half against UNH goalie
Cathie Sauchuk.
"Our passing was not the
greatest," offered Coffey. "Our
players would slide right by them."
The Wildca!s tuned up for
Wednesday's URI contest by
working on a stall, which was used
against them on Saturday.
. Employing an effective stall
tactic to thwart the UNH
laxwomen from generating much
offense and relying on a highly
skilled defense, archrival UMass
handed the Wildcats their second
loss of the season, 8-4, at NOPE

lj_eld on Saturday. the Minutemen right hand corner of the nets; only
her second collegiate score. Thayer
·are undefeated in nine outings.
added another score as O'Brien
UMass managed to keep
powerful top scorer Donna and Gaby Haroules each had goals
O'Brien to one goal on the that never quite were.
O'Brien nailed the post, while
afternoon and completely silent in
the first half, while allowing only
Haroules' shot was called back due
16 shots for the whole UNH team to a crease· violation. Margie
during the entire game. UMass was
Anderson added one while U.S.
no bundle of shots either as it only team player Carrie Nickerson
fired 21 times at the net.
added her first of two tallies to
·
Despite the.four goal spread, the close out the first half in UMass
Minutemen did not completely favor, 5-2.
"It would have been a whole
overwhelm the Cats during the
contest. The Wildcats responded different game," said UNH Coach
to their challenge with gutsy Jean Rilling," if we had come out
defense against a highly potent of the half at 5-4. Three goals is
UMass attack line, and fought awfully tough to make up against
repeatedly to get the ball past UMass."
Minutemen sticks into scoring
The Cats could only muster two
territory.
Sophomore attack player Carla goals in the second half--an 'O.B.'
Hesler came out smoking to open blast at 11 :33 and a Carol Berry
up the contest with a cross-net shof tally at 20:30.
"We couldn'~ get the ball
into the nets at 2:03 to give UNH
downfield," lamented Coach
an emotion-packed first score.
UMass, always noted for its Rilling. "We were plagued with
toughness and comeback ability, bad passes, and we had problems
wasted no time as freshman cutting for the ball."
UMass Pam Hixon cited that
Whitney Thayer (UMass leading
scorer) put an overarm blast past her defense did an outstanding job
UNH goalie Shelly Lively at 2:24. covering UNH's speedsters on man
Lively had seven saves in the first to man coverage.
The Wildcats get another crack
half, while counterpart Cathie
Sauchuk added eight more in the at the Minutemen this weekend at
the New England Championships
second half.
The two squads traded the ball at Dartmouth Friday and
at midfield, with each making Saturday, but their seeding could
repeated fastbreak attempts and depend on Wednesday's 3:30 home
adding frantic play around the contest with URI.
Coach Rilling and her Wildcats
goals for close to eight minutes.
Jean Hackett of UMass broke are aiming for a third or better
the lull at the I0:00 mark with a seeding, but they acknowledge the
cross-net shovel before UNH co- fact that URI has been a tough
captain Hope Mauran could knot team for other Division I teams to
things up at 15:35 with a conquer this year. UMass beat the
determined solo breakaway, Rams by one goal, and credit that
putting a shovel shot into the lower sc~re to an outstanding netminder.

Trac kster s prep for YC's
Peter Bergeron ran two good
races finishing second in the 400
One win usually doesn't bring
meters with a time of 50.2--good
too many smiles from coaches at
enough to qualify for the New
an invitational meet but P1'1'H's
England Championships (May 17track mentor John Copeland st.r~
~ 8). Bergeron was also runner-up
was pleas~d after Su.n day's ..-.
m the 200 meters, setting a UNH
Uartmouth Relays.
·
"I was pleased with the effort record coming across the finish at
th~t everyone gave in Hanover," 22.7.
"Peter hadn't gotten . an
said Copeland.
1
The Wildcat coach could count opportunity to run in good'
only Gre_g De Voider's victory in weather this year and it was his last
the long Jump on the positive side time to qualify for the NE's and he
of the slate but he got good efforts did," said Copeland:"""'
from several members of his
Alex · Miller beat out every
·squad.
college student at the meet but the
"Steve Smith (15.6) and Tobey problem is that two "old men"
~uss ( 16.0) ran strong races in the came to compete also. Andy
high hurdles. They finished second Bessette of the New York Athletic
and third but they came from Club,the number two hammerman
behind with aggressive perfor- in tlle nation, threw one that must
mances," said Copeland.
have knocked down an ivied wall
Smith was nipped by the Greater or two before nestling into the
Bos.ton Track Club's Mike ground ·220'6" away. He was
Hennessey (also 15.6).
followed at some distance by Brad

By Larry McGrath

Olson of the Central Connecticut
A.C. who kept his heave from
doing too much damage at 201 '.
Miller was third with a good throw
of 199'1' but it was not enough.
Kevin Haddock ran what
Copeland called his "best race of
the year," finishing fourth in the
5000 meters in 15 .07.
Russ and Smith had good
showings in other events as they
showed their versatility. Smith was
third in the long jump (20'2) and
Russ second in the pole vault with
a mark of 14'6.
"I'm happy," said 'Copeland.
"We picked up a couple of
qualifiers and got ourselves
prepared for the Yankee
Conferenc~ -Championship meet
(next Saturday). With BU, URI
and UConn strong, that should be
a battle as usual.,.

. The Woodman-Robin son trophy which promotes an athletic
n~alry between New Hampshire and Maine is currently tied at 20
with only baseball remaining.
. Baseball was rained out Saturday and although the doubleheader
1~ expected to be rescheduled, no aggrement has been reached thus
far.
. ~e winning team in any athletic contest is awarded two points f,or
its victory.
·
·

Track wome n elated ,
still lose ·anoth er
put McMahon and Tranchemontagne •came through ·with a
Saturday's cloudy skies did not one-two punch.
Wildcat Kathy Hawkins threw
succeed in dampening the spirits of
the UNH women's track team. the javelin 110 feet for first place.
UNH hosted a dual meet with Fresh~an Dawn White, coming
H~rvard and although the off~ hmdering knee injury, threw
Crimson won 64-62, the Wildcats 102 for ·a personal record and a
were justly pleased with their second place ranking.
Harvard_ ~oach Rob~rt (Pappy)
efforts.
The field events squad gave New Hunt was impressed with the field
Hampshire a strong edge that was squad, "Your kids really look like
held into the final event: the two- they .know what they're doing out
there," he commented.
mile relay.
"We're getting there," said a
"It came right down to the relay
ai:id we lost it," said co-captain pleased Krueger, "We made 'em
Lisa McMahon. "But everyone squirm."
~issy Collins won the 440 yard
really did well today."
The meet began with an run m 60.18 seconds, qualifying for
encouraging sign. The 4 x 110 yard New Englands. McMahon also
qualified, in the IO0M dash with a
relay squad of Cheryl Taatjes
Millie Pelletier, Karen Ramsey 13.24, winning the event.
J~net O'~ ara brought on some
and McMahon won its first race
this season, with 53.05. They need exc1tem~nt m the 880 yard run,
a 52.3 to qualify for New Englands. challengmg Harvard star Debbie
Muzzy Smith ran a personal Linsley.
"We wanted her to run with
recond in the mile run with a
5: 14.8, good for third place. Linsley, the leader and just hang
Harvard's Nancy Hart won the on and cruise. That's just what she
event in 5:05.1 setting a new track' did_ boy!" said Krueger. O'Hara
crmsed mto second place with a
record.
UNH had a sweep in the discus. personal record of 2:19.42.
Fr~shman Chris Tranche- Ha~ard 's Linsl~y managed a new
montagne took first place at 115'8- fac1hty record m first place with
l/ 2"McMahon was second with 2: 17.1.
At this point the Wildcats were
109'3" and senior Sue Duffy threw
the disc 105'4" for a personal up by 11 points, but with no
record to complete the sweep and entrants in the 440 yard hurdles,
Harvard swept, to close within two
put UNH ahead by seven points.
points.
Millie Pelletier tied the faculty
Cheryl Taatjes ran the 220 yard
record in the IOOM hurdles with
dash in 28.6 for first place and a
16.3.
"That's a personal record for personal best, to hold UNH's lead.
The two-mile run was won by
her," said UNH coach Nancy
Krueger. "Millie's worked real Harvard's Nancy_Hart in 10:58.6,
hard t~ get her le.a n and develop also a new facility record. Coher quickness. She deserves a lot of captain Laurie Munson placed
third in 11 :28. Kerry Reed didn't
credit."
In the high jump, Pelletier came place, but ran a ·brilliant race
U(! ~ith ~e~ 5'2" mark after just ·battling a Harvard opponent t~
m1ssmg 5 4 . She had cleared it fourth place. The tow continually
well, until her foot skimmed the swapped the lead, but in the last
880, Reed took charge to leave her
l)ar.
"It ~others me. I don't even feel opponent far behind. She ran ·her
like I'm jumping when I get 5'2"." best two mile in 12:08.
"It was exciting. It went right
Pelletier commented. ''I can feel
5'4". It seems like Ive reached a ~own to the relay," said Krueger.
plateau, but I've got my back up , We ran w~ll. I'm real happy to see
there. Now 111 just have to keep how. they Just put it all together.
from hitting the bar with my feet." Havmg a home meet really
Sophomore Cheryl Taatjes helped."
~ught a third in the long jump TRACKWOME N, page 18
with a 14'7" effort while in the shot

By Cathy Plourde
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Spor ts
Wildca ts fly ·p ast Eagles , 9-5, 5-2
By Larry McGrath
The Eagles have landed.
Boston College took a 5-0 lead
into the fourth inning of Sundav's
opener behind the splendid onehit · pitching of ace hurler Leo
Smith but after the dust had
cleared just three innings later
Smith found himself in right field
on the short end of a 9-5 score.
The decisive rally took placein
the sixth as the Cats employed just
fonr hit1: in tallyin2 six runs to
shoot down the high-flying nine
from Chesnut Hill.
The inning started innocently
enough as captain Grag Jablonski
led off with a walk. He moved to
second on a grounder to first with
Smith covering. Paul LeCompte
also got a free pass and then the fun
began.
"We had been hitting the ball all
season. It was just a matter of time
before they would start faliing in,"
said coach Ted Conner, whose
team is making -a run at the ECAC
playoffs.
Shortstop Tom Conner proved
his father right as he lashed a single
between short and third _scoring
the fourth Wildcat run of the
game. Then Smith moved to the
outfield and Mike Pramuck came
in to pitch for the Eagles ..
Pramuck didn't fare much better
as he was touched for two hits and
a walk allowing five runs ( one
charged to Smith) to score as the
Cats completed their comeback,
Here's the pitch-what would you do? Boston College pitcher Dave
sending IO men to the plate.
Prokopchak delivered high and inside to Chris Collins who eventually
Tom O'Shea, who came in with
walked. Prokopchak walked Collins three times in the second game of
one out in. the fourth to relieve a
_
Sunday's doubleheader. (Bill Nader photo)

beleagured Charlie Jones, shut
down the Eagles in the seventh to
pick up his second victory of the
year.
In the finale the Cats didn't fool
around at all, scoring four runs in
the first inning and holding on for
a 5-2 victory. Again the Cats put
what hits they got to-good use.
Utilizing a single safety, the
Wildcats used three walks along
with an error and a passed ball to
push across their four tallies. Steve
Johnson, the UNH starter, was
scratcnect for single runs iu the
second and third respectively.
Terry Williams -was summoned
by coach Conner to start the fifth
and he mowed down the Eagles
leaving feathers strewn about.
Williams limited BC to one hit
over the final three innings in
picking up his second save of the
season.
"The key to relieving is coming
in and just throwing strikes," said
Williams. As for his new role, "I
like starting better but I also like
pitching," joked the redheaded
senior.
The Cats have recovered from
their seven game losing streak of
mid-April a·nd now have a shot at
post season play.
"We have a good shot at the rest
of our games," said Jablonski.
"Colby and U Conn will be tough
and Maine, Id on 't know when or if
we'll make tho~e rainouts up. But
Vermont we sh·ould ·beat and the
others are beatable."
Today the Cats are at Colby and
tomorrow UVM invades Druham
so the Cats can't relax and enjoy

their new-found winning ways.
Riding a four-game winn!ng
streak is different than deahng
with seven straight losses. "We're
ready to go," said Jablons~i, a
Newmarket native. "One thmg I
know is that our attitude is better
now than during the losing streak.
I said before winning was matter of
confidence. Now we know we can
beat the good teams."
DIAMOND DUST-The Wildcats
are currently in fifth place in the
ECAC standings with their 8-8
1tl.:01d. They :,till ha.ve a shot at
catching fourth place Providence
(13-12) for the final playoff spot.
The post-season participants are
named by an ECAC committee
and UNH's 2-0 record against the
Friars by virtue of a doubleheader
sweep in the opener could be a
strong point in New Hampshire's
favor.

ECAC
Standings
(as of April 28)
w
Maine
Holy Cross
Fairfield
Providence
5. UNH
6. UConn
7. UVM
8. Northeastern
9. URI
IO. Boston College
l.
2.
3.
4.

16
13
12
13
8
14
9
6
9
5

L T
8 I
7 I
11 0
12 0
8 0
16 0
11 0
8 0
13 0
10 0

Gorillas eliminat e UNH, 17-13; streak lives
Noyes and fired . thelJl under
surpric;;e.
Sheehan.
"They run set plays and they run
Benedetto while "tip-toeing·• on
Down by seven goals and tired,
"I wouldn't blame Sheehan for them very well," said Dick Garber,
UNH mouuted its best offensive
the crease.
For UNH lacrosse, the only those goals," noted Dick Garber. "We wanted to disrupt them as
For the first time in the game ,
threat.
"He's a fine goalie and a lot of much as possible an<! pick them up
thing left is next year.
UNH was getting the long midfield
Vosburh, the game's high scorer
For UMass, there are _post- those goals in close came on cage a little farther out."
with five opened the UM ass passess that had been used so
As has been typical with the
season hopes and 15 game winning passes and those are a tough shot
effrctively against them and was
scoring, but UN H ·s Chad Doe
Wildcats, they started rolling in the
streaks over that school where the to stop for any goalie."
reading the flow of play.
took the ensuing face off and rac~d
Goals by Mike Van Vleck and third quarter but got outscored by
coach's kid is coaching.
Fay got his second of the day on
down field to stuff the ball home a
And it was number 15 that Steve Gover cut the lead to 10-5 at UMass 4-2.
pure determination dodging a
Van Vleck got his second goal of minute later.
eliminated UNH from everything the half.
UMass defenseman on a footrace
Curt Shumway followed with
From then on, UNH again th!! day when a shot rolled up and
Saturday. Garber's, Gorillas beat
in fro the sidelines and then
UNH once again, this time it was suffered control problems and over Mass goalie Benedetto's two goals in two minutes and the
swerving for a shot past Benedetto
couldn't work in for shots shoulder hit the post and went in. Cats had clawed back within five
17-13.
to bring UNH within four at just
"We just snuck by," noted · effectively through the Mass Glover got the only other UNH 15-10.
7:42, and there was extreme hope
Both times, Shumway had hung
Minuteman coach Dick Garber, defense which kept the UNH goal of the period on a pass out
for the Cats ..
around Benedetto's crese and took
father of UNH coach Ted Garber. attack higher in the box than they from Curt Shumway.
But then the ref blew his whistle.
The fourth period was the long passes from Glover and Brian
would have liked.
"We were lucky."
UNH rushes which became
But it was a clear cut case of the
more plentiful as the fourth period
older, wiser coach and experienced
wore on, were blown dead for
team using its advantage against;
offside violations by the officials
UNH.
three times in the final five
Far from being the blow out !\
minutes. The problem was they
was last year, 24-13·, the Wildcats
weren't offsides and during their
played with poise and confidence
final rush in the waning minutes,
for most of the first quarter not
the official had failed to notice
letting the UMass defense upset
defenseman Mark Robertson
their set plays. Instead, they'd take
standing down by .- the cage
the ball back out high and start the
guarding a UMass attackman.
play over working for the open
"I thought we were coming back
man or open shot.
until he blew the whistle," said Ted
In fact Dick Garber felt UNH
Garber obviously exasperated
did a better in their attack zone.
• hinking back to the muffed calls.
''When they came down in our end,
"It's tough to catch up like that
I thought they did a better job in
to a team like that," he added.
our end."
In the final going Ernie Shapiro
But that worked for just 7:16 of
~nd Vosburgh swapped goals with
the first quarter when John Fay
Eric Fraser's pair for the final
intercepted a U Mass pass back to
scoring of the afternoon.
goalie Chris Benedetto, catching
"Hey, it's not the end of the
the netminder flat and easily
/ world though," said Ted Garber
tucking the ball past him for
"We c ,me back, they never gave
UNH's last lead of the game, 3-2.
up. I thought we played well.
What worked for Harvard
"It's better lacrosse than last
Wednesday worked for the
year," he continued. "We've
Minutemen as they utilized fast
improved. But when you get the
breaks and their faster middies to
opportunities you have to take
break in alone and run the score to
advantage of them. You can't
9-3 before UNH could regain its
afford to hit the,; you have tr t' llt
composure ..
the ball in the cage."
· Most of the UMassgoals, scored
Also lost in the Saturday
on quick passing was the ability of
skirmish wa.s the chance to win the
Minutemen to read the play and
Northeast Division Lacrosse title.
see the openings quicker than
U Mass playe_d th_<: -~p~iler _last year
UNH.
Minutemen Lee Vosburgh,
ll~H attackman Joh~ Fay goes to ~is kn~es chasing a_ground hail in Saturday's loss to UMass. Minuteman
LACROSSE, page 9
Dave Martin, and Jim Weller all
midfielder Steve Martmo knees Fay m the ribs to keep him away so teammate Joe Bellavia can move in. (Georgr
photo)
Newton
Peter
goalie
victimized UNH

By Gerry Miles

